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LETTERS I EDITOR

Students use professor-rating system

For the men who laid Grand Valley's football
foundation, the thrill of victory was just a drea m.

I am writing in response to the negative [letters to the editor] about Web- based,
professor-rating systems in the Fall 2003 issue. It is my view that the use of these
services should not be considered an embarrassment to the university. Quite to the
contrary, I believe we should be proud that GVSU students make heavy use of them.
The comments seem to disregard the fact that we, the students, are paying for an
education . Should we be actively involved in our education to the point that we wa nt to
ensure that we choose the best ed ucator? Then it seems that wo uld make us better
students - an admirable quality.
As for the issue raised abo ut providing " responsible student evaluations" to help
professors improve , that is what the official university evaluation for ms are intended to
do. You have yo ur tools, so kindly leave our decision-making tools alone.
N ick Bild

Seni or, Co mputer Inform ati on Syst ems
Fruitport , Mi chigan

Football touchdown and
fumble
Today I received my edition of the Grand
Valley Magazine and was thumbing through
when I saw the aiticle on the early Laker
football teams ("No Such Thing as
Winning," Fall 2003). It made my day ! All
of the players quoted and pictured were my
teammates; Dorie Blair was my roommate.
After my freshmen season, I served a
two-year tour in the Army and have lost
touch with the "brothers of character" I had
the privilege of calling friends. Thank you
for the reminder of those friends and the
great times we suffered through in building
a football tradition at GVSU.
Jim Davis (No. 62)

Prior Lake, Minnesot a
james.davis@pyxis.com

I am writing about the sports coverage in
your magazine.
I am very disappointed in the poor
coverage of women 's spmts at the college.
In the last issue, there were four pages of
football ("No Such Thing as Winning," Fall
2003). Nothing about the good season the
ladies soccer team is having.
Or when women's basketball is playing.
Nothing was written about them. What
about the other young people, who don't
play football, going to college there? Let's
recogni ze them fairly, too.
Rosemary Stevenson

Nunica, Michigan
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In the most recent edition of Grand Valley Magazine , you publi shed two letters by
GYSU administrators critic izi ng ratemyprofessors .com. According to them, yo ur
publication did a disservice to the university by running an article o n the site. Both
suggested that it was an embarrassme nt to the university that Grand Valley students have
posted more teacher ratings than any other university. One even suggested that your
article put us "farther behind in our quest for excellence in teaching and learning."
While I agree that the s ite provides a deeply fla wed tool of assess ment, I wonder if
criticizi ng students for using the site is the right approach . Instead, I think we need to
ask why our students are so attracted to the site. Perhaps students fee l that we do not
take our internal methods of student evaluation
seriously. Perhaps they feel that we do not li sten
to them when they raise concerns about the
quality of their education. Perhaps they
simpl y want a mechanism to talk to one another
about the ir educational experiences. Rather than
be embarrassed by our students ' efforts to share
their opinions, we need to he lp them to do so in a
more constructive and edifyi ng forum. And as
teachers and administrators, we need to do a
better job of li stening to the ir concern s and
responding accordingly.
It seems to me that such an approach is in
keeping with the uni ve rsity 's mi ssion of
excelle nce in teaching and learning.
Steve Tripp

Associat e Professor of Hi story
Gra nd Ra pi ds, Michi ga n

000
Letters to the Editor can be mailed to Grand Va lley Magazine, 1 Campus
Drive, 260 LMH, A llenda le, Ml 49401; or e-mailed to gvmaga zine@gvsu .edu.
Please include your name, class year (if app licable), hometown and phone
number (not for pub lication). Letters are subject to editing.

CAMPUS I NEWS

Parking ramp will ease congestion at Pew Campus
University officials hope that constructing
a parking ramp and impl ementing student
parking fees will help ease congestion at
the Allendale and Pew campuses next ·year.
A 950-space ramp will be built at the
ex isting Pew Campus parking lot;
construction is expected to be complete by
the fall semester. Board of Trustee
members also approved student parking
fees , effective in August. Full-time students
who bring their cars to campus will pay
$95 per semester; rates are less for parttime students. Grand Valley joins 11 other
state public universities that charge students

for parking.
Lisa Haynes, director of operations for
the Pew and regional campuses, said
downtown construction proj ects, including
a new YMCA and the De Vos Place
Convention Center, created the need l
For a uni versity parking ramp.
"We 've run out of options and must plan
for our own future," she said. "We' ve
maximized parking and shuttle transportation
to its capacity. T here are no more
rabbits to pull out of the hat."
The connector bu s that travels between
the Allendale and Pew campu ses will run

James Moyer, director of Facilities Planning,
details plans to construct a parking ramp at
the Pew Campus before Board of Trustees
members in December.
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Grand Vall ey's revamped W eb site
(www.gvsu.edu) receives more than
100,000 hits daily. Here are a few new
features:
• International Education has created an
on line application for students who want
to study abroad (gvsu .edu/ied/).
Launched in November, more than 400
applications were received in a month ,
doubling the amount of paper applications
received. Grand Valley has 40 study
abroad programs.

• Career Services set up a link for parents
on its site (gvs u. edu/careers/) . It contains
career development information and
ways parents can help their students find
jobs.
• The weekly campus calendar
(events.gvsu.edu/) can be tailored to
search for student-related events,
Faculty/staff events and area
entertainment.
• The homepage can be surfed by PDA,
and other wireless dev ice users.

-------------------------•••--------------------------Academic units reorganize into colleges
Biology, math , mu sic and English,
among other majors, will fall under the new
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, when
Grand Valley's academjc units are
restructured into eight colleges.
The CLAS will combine all departments
in the current divisions of Arts and
Humani ties, Science and Mathematics, and
Soc ial Sciences except for the major
professional programs. Provost Gayle
Dav is said the CLAS is a nationally
recognized model used at many colleges
and universities that "espouse a liberal
education mission. "
Davis spearheaded the reorgani zation
plan, which she said will enable Grand

Valley to advance its mission and add ress
structural problems that have come with its
rapid growth. The reorganization will be
implemented on July l.
Other changes include merging the
Department of Computer
Science/Information Systems with the
Padnos School of Engineerin g to form the
College of Engineering and Computing;
and creating the College of Health
Professions, currently those programs fall
under the Science and Mathemati cs
Divi sion.
The reorganization report can be viewed
online at www.gvsu.edu/reorgani zation/.

Colleges under the reorganization plan
T Se idm an Co ll ege of Business
T Co ll ege of Community and Pub lic

Services
T Co ll ege of Education
T Co ll ege of Liberal Arts and Sciences
T College of Eng ineering and

Comput ing
T Co ll ege of Health Professions
T Kirkhof Co lleg e of Nursing
T Co llege of University-wide and

Interdisciplinary Initiatives
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Lakers win second straight football
championship

season.
Linebacker Lucius Hawkins stopped North
Dakota 's best scoring drive when he picked
up a fumbl e in the third quarter and returned
it 59 yards to the UNO 20-yarcl line. Head
coach Brian Kelly said the defense "answered
the bell" in the last three playoff games by
not allowing a touchdown in 12 straight
quarters.
"Last year, we were here because of our
offense. This year, we' re here because of our
defense," he said .

Grand Valley beat Valdosta State, 3 1-24,
to win the 2002 national titl e. North
Dakota beat GVSU, 17- 14, in 2001. The
Lakers are the seventh team to win backto-back Divi sion II footba ll titles.
Kell y said he was most proud of hi s
senior class, who encl their co llege careers
with a 48-6 four-year record . One of the
seniors, linebacker Mike Hoacl, helped cap
the Laker victory with an interceptio n late
in the fourth quarter.
More than 4,000 Laker fans traveled to
Florence, Alabama, including members of
one of Grand Valley 's oldest and most
enthu siastic groups , "The Di zmal Dozen,"
alumni from the 1960s and '70s. David
Hall, '72, said the entourage included 25
people from West Michi gan and other
states.
"We really got into the game. For us old
guys in our 50s, it was like being 25
again ," Hall said. "We couldn ' t use our
voices by the encl of ihe game ."
6 I Winter 2004

CAMPUS I NEWS

Defensive
coordinator
replaces Kelly
as head coach
Chuck Martin, Grand Valley's
defensive coordinator fo r the last
four years, was named head
football coach. He replaces Brian
Kelly, who took over the helm at
Central Michigan Uni versity.
Athletic Director Tim Selgo
called Maitin a talented recrui ter
and said he played an integral role
in building the Laker defense.
Martin 's defensive players have
earned 10 All-GLIAC honors in
fo ur years.
"The Grand Valley State
football program has a great
tradition of excellence both on the
field and in the classroo m, and I
am excited about the opportunity
to continue the development of our
extraordinary student-athletes,"
Martin said. "Our program is on
solid ground with a talented group
of dedicated student-athletes
returning."
A nati ve of Park Forest, Illinois,
Martin began his coaching career
at Mankato State in 1992. He also
coached at Wittenberg Uni versity,
Millikin Uni versity (hi s alma
mater) and at Eastern Michigan.
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CAMPUS I NEWS

Scholarship raises awareness, funds
for multiple sclerosis
An unusual scholarship for hi gh school
students honors the memory of a woman
who died from multiple sclerosis and
raises money to benefit programs and
services for people living with the disease.
Grand Rapids resident Rick
Szczepanski established a scholarship to
honor his mother, Mary, who died from
MS in 1995. Students at three Grand
Rapids area high schools compete for the
scholarship by raising money for the

Michigan Chapter of the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society.
Six students ha ve earned $500
scholarships since the Mary J. Szczepanski
"Never Give Up" Scholarship was created.
Szczepanski said they ha ve raised more
than $ 10,000 for the MS chapter durin g
that time.
He is worki ng with Grand Valley's
Financial Aid Department to create a
scholarship for enrolled students.

Rick Szczepan ski created a scholarshi p to
honor hi s mother, Mary (pictured wit h her
husband Ted). M ary Szczepa nski died from
multiple sclerosis in 1995.

···-------------------------Alumni bring their books back to campus
Kevin Kammeraad
(at right),
Stephanie
Kammeraad and
ill ustrator Ryan
Hipp discuss their
books at Grand
Valley's annual
Celebrate Literacy
Conference.
JoAnna Carey (far
left) presents "Rat
Race Relaxer" tips
during an on -campus presentation.

Ajournal he
started as a
Grand Valley
freshman
helped launch
Kev in
Kam meraad 's
writing career.
JoAnna Carey 's
hectic life was
the impetus for
her book. Both alumni di scussed their
books during campus presentations las t
fall.
Now a successful children's author,
Kammeraad, ' 98, said his freshman journal
evolved into three notebooks fill ed with
poetry, fami ly stories and illustrations.
Kammeraad self-published the journals as
The Tomato Collection in 1999 .
"I never thou ght too much about how it
would work out," he said. "I had no
8 I Winter 2004

predicti ons of how many copies would
sell , or anything."
It's been well -received. With characters
like Jacob, Wendel, Magooie Balooie, and
Norwood, the book is considered a staple
for kindergarten through sixth-graders . Yet
its family photographs, quirky illustrations
and thoughtful poems appeal to all ages .
Kammeraad and hi s wife, Stephanie,
'01 , have since created their own company,
Copperfl y Books. Kammeraad has also set
Tomato Collection poems to music for a
CD and written a poetry book, I
Remember. His third book, A Curious
Glimpse of Michigan, is expected to be
published thi s year.
After graduating from Gra nd Valley in
1995, Carey worked in public relations,
sales and as a stockbroker. Like many
others, she li ved the " rat race. " While
determining that it's impossible to win the
race, Carey decided she - and others -

could "re lax into it," she said .
She self-published a book, Rat Race
Relaxer: Your Potential and the Maze of
Life, in 2003.
Carey's book is 52 keys (o ne for each
week of the year) to help readers find what
they want in life and how to achi eve it. The
keys may be simple, but by following them
readers "can find new meaning in their
current job, or a way to expose areas of
their li ves that are causing unhealthy
stress," Carey said.
Carey built her book into a small multimedi a empire. She produces and hosts a
television show that airs on West Michigan
cable channels, gives presentations based on
the book and wri tes a monthl y newspaper
column.
Information about Kammeraad 's book is
available on his Web site, www.tomatocollection.com. Carey's book and company are
detailed at www.joannacarey.com.

ARTIST I PROFILE

Artist profile:

Angela Samuels

Painting student gives campus food for thought
-

by Nancy Willey

Students eating at Grand Vall.ey's
Commons have been pleasantly
surprised by the food - and not just
on their plates. Gargantuan bananas,
boatloads of olives, a hamburger the size of
a VW Bug, and dozens of other outsized
foodstuffs practically leap off tl1e walls in
paintings featured throughout the dining
area.
The artwork is the handiwork of art and
design major Angela Samuels, who spent
last summer painting the 24 works of food
-er, art.
"I consider it one of the best summer jobs
ever because I got to do what I like," said
Samuels, 22.
Closed over the summer for major
renovations, the Commons re-opened in
August with an upbeat restaurant: Fresh
Food Co., an innovative student-dining
concept by Aramark, Grand Valley's foodservice provider. Plans for the state-of-theart eatery included having enticing artwork
on the walls.
Enter Samuels, who used to refer to the
old Commons as "the dungeon." She began
the project by submitting dozens of sketches
of her ideas to Henry Matthews, director of
galleries and collections at GVSU. He
encouraged her to focus in closer and closer
on her subjects in a style reminiscent of
Herman Miller designer Stephen Frykholm,
famous for his posters depicting magnified
views of picnic items.

"She got it," Mattl1ews said of Samuels.
"She just did a fabulous job."
Growing up in the Detroit suburb of
River Rouge, Samuels didn't have art
classes offered at her school but drew for
fun using comic books and dictionary
drawings as models. Her first mt class at
Grand Valley was daunting, she recalled.
"I went to my first class, and I went
home and cried. I thought, I could never
draw like that!" she said, referring to
students who had been studying mt for
several yem·s.
Now a fifth yem· mt major specializing in
oil painting, Samuels has come a long way,
said associate painting professor Jill Eggers.
While the acrylic paintings in the Commons
m·e playful and visually lush, tl1ey are a
departure from Samuels' studio work, in
which she is currently exploring issues of
race and culture, Eggers said.
"For an undergraduate, she's deeply
involved witl1 sophisticated issues in her
work," Eggers said. "To me, she personifies
the ideal student. She's curious, she's
intelligent, she's interested in the world
beyond her immediate experience - and
she brings all tl1at to her mt."
Samuels' artwork in tl1e Commons was
not her first commission - tl1at was $100
she em·ned by painting a pottrait of her dad
(OK, that was an easy one). Her first
non-family commission was getting up on a
ladder and painting doughnuts and cakes on

Angela Samuels

the side of a Detroit bakery, a job she
initiated.
So it wasn't a far stretch that she'd take '
on the lm·ge task of garnishing the Commons
walls with colorful meal items. She began
by moving into her brother's vacated
bedroom and transforming her own
childhood room into a very green (including
a lime green ceiling) painting studio. She
and her mother scoured the grocery store for
such painting subjects as artichokes,
eggplants and kiwis. Then she went to work
... sort of.
"I did the whole procrastinating artist
thing and didn't start until about the end of
June - and they were due in mid-August,"
she said. She finished the 24 paintings tl1e largest, a plate of spaghetti made up of
two fo ur-foot-squm·e panels - before
deadline.
After graduation this yem·, Samuels
envisions a future that includes graduate
studies at a Chicago mt school, and tl1en a
cm·eer involving mt and design.
"My parents always raised me to be very
positive; if you work hard at it, you can do
what you want," she said. "You have to put
yourself out there."
It's a lesson she has lem·ned well.
Grand Valley Magazine I 9
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Athlete profile:

Ben Hirdes

Seconds of flight loft pole vaulter to NCAA honors -

Ben Hirdes

Sometimes it rains. Usually wind
plays a factor. Occasionally, the pole
breaks in mid-flight.
But a pole vaulter will forgive the
weather and equipment nuisances when
things go right and he's launched into the
air for a brief fli ght.
"It does feel like you're flyin g. It goes
by quickly, but it's definitely a rush," said
senior Ben Hirdes, who holds Grand
Valley 's indoor and outdoor po le vault
records (16-4 3/4 and 17-1 , respectively) .
Hirdes, who went to Holland Christian
High School, has been a pole vaulter since
he was in junior high. He joked that he
mu st have looked the type (tall , lean)
because track coaches handed him a pole
and directed him to the pit. Apparently,
their instincts were right as learning to fly
became an obsession for Hirdes .
Throughout high school, he trained
with Jim Gardner. The longtime Catholic
Central track coach, who died in 2000,
worked with area athletes at the St. Joseph
Gymnasium on Burton Street in Grand
Rapids.
" Every Sunday, I went to the St. Joe
Center. Coach Gardner helped me get to
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15 feet my senior year of high school,"
Hirdes said. "I went to regional s and then
earned a trip to state."
Hirdes competed against Michigan 's
best high school pole vaulters despite
missing his junior year after breaking his
wrist at a meet.
"It was at a meet at Calvin College .
The pole broke and I landed half-in and
half-out of the pit," he said. "The funny
thing was, it happened to the guy right
before me. Then I did the same thing."
Like baseball bats, vaulting poles are
made in varying weights and lengths .
Built of carbon fib er and fib erglass, poles
range from 85 pounds and 10 feet long to
220 pounds and 17 feet. For the indoor
season, Hirdes carried a I 6-foot pole.
Assistant track coach Lou Andreadis said
a 16-foot pole is typically used by people
who weigh 195 pounds; Hirdes weighs
172 pounds.
"Ben has a lot more confidence this
year," Andreadis said. "It helps because a
lot of pole vaulting is just believ ing you
can do it. "
Andreadis joined the Laker coaching
staff two years ago and created a stringent
weight-training program for hi s athletes.
Hirdes ' reaction: "I've learned to both
love and hate pull-ups." But hi s increased
speed and muscle mass helped send him to

by Michele Coffill

a jump of 17-1 and win AH-American
honors for two of the last three years.
Hirdes also built a personal win streak
last March when he won outdoor events at
Division I schools Arizona State,
University of Miami and Florida State.
NCAA rules allow track and fi eld athletes
to enter 18 competitions annually, regardless of the competition level.
His spring break streak was rained out
at Southern Illinois-Edwardsvill e during
the NCAA Division II Outdoor
Championships. Hirdes and Lewis
University's Duane Chappell were tied for
the lead at 16-6 3/4, but rain canceled their
final jumps. Because Chappell had fewer
misses at that height, he was named
winner.
"Indoor pole vaulting is nicer. You
never get rained out and there's no wind,"
said Hirdes, who will graduate in April
with a degree in marketing.
Hirdes and his teammates will conclude
their regular season at the Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
Championships in Findlay, Ohio, on
February 27-28.
Complete Laker sports news and
schedules are online at
gvsulakers.ocsn.com.

Ben Hirdes, far left, places second at the 2003 Outdoor Nationals, held in Edwardsville,
Ill inois.
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Donor profile:

Amy Heisser

-byDottieBarnes

Alumna returns to Grand Valley bringing several co-workers with her
A letter about Grand Vall ey's
STEPS program landed on Amy
Heisse r's desk. Heisser, director of
hu ma n resources at A lcoa Howm et
Casting s in Whitehall, knew it woul d
be a good prog ram for her co m pa ny
to support, but she w anted to take
thin gs one " step " f urt her.
The STEPS program is a summer camp
aimed at increasing interest in science and
engineering among seventh-grade girls.
"I read the letter and knew we could do
more than send money. How met employs
a lot of female engineers who could be
role models for these girls," said Heisser.
Since her years at Grand Valley as a
student, Heisser has fostered several

Howmet engineers help STEP participants learn how to make slime out of household items
and construct working machines at Grand Valley's annual camp for seventh-grade girls.

Amy Heisser

connections between the uni versity and the
company. Howmet is a financial supporter
of Grand Valley 's Water Resources
Institute, donating $25,000 in 2001. The
company also gave toward the Lake
Michigan Center campaign. Howmet gave
toward the campaign fo r the Lake
Michigan Center, home of Grand Valley's
Annis Water Resources Institute, by
donating $25,000 in 2001.
Howmet Castings manufac tures blades
and vanes for turbine jet engines. The
STEPS program requires that girls design
and fly radio-controlled airplanes.

"I knew it would be a great fit with our
company," said Heisser. Howmet has been
involved with the STEPS program since it
began in 2002, giving annual financial
support, including $20,000 in 2003.
Twenty female engineers run labs
during the camp. Heisser said the engineers
bring supplies needed for all kinds of fun
experiments. "The girl s learn how to make
slime out of everyday household items,"
she said.
Heisser said she's extremely impressed
with the quality of the program. "There is
a huge need and desire for female engineers.
We need to encourage and open up this
fi eld for yo ung girls," she said . "Early
exposure is the key."
Heisser said something new and
exciting is taking place this summer.
"The camp is held at Grand Valley, but
for one day, the girls will come to How met
and get a first-hand look at our state-ofthe-art equipment. They can do labs and
see how engines really work," she said.
Heisser said girls tend to think an
engineering atmosphere is dark, dirty
and dusty but that's not the case.
Heisser has stayed connected to Grand
Valley in one way or another since

graduation. She sat on the Regional Math
and Science Board from 1994 to 1999. A
representative from Howmet's upper
management sits on the engineering
advi sory
board for
Grand
Valley's
Engineering
Department.
Heisser
earned a
bachelor 's
degree from
Grand Valley
in 1985, and
completed a
master 's
degree in
1992. She
and her
husband, who
is also a
graduate of
Grand Valley,
have a son
and a
daughter.
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Students with kids work toward
a family-friendly campus
Robin Reyes is very similar to other students. She studies when
it's midnight or later. She's involved in Sigma Lambda Gamma, a
Latina-based multicultural sorority. She enjoys living on campus.
Robin Reyes is unlike most undergraduate students. She sees
her oldest son off to preschool at 8:30 a.m., then eats breakfast
with her youngest. She sometimes studies in the mid-afternoon,
only if Macario takes a nap. She heads off to evening classes
when her fiance comes home from work.
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eyes, 24, is among a small group
of students who li ve in the
Ravine Apartments with their
kids. While not new at some
uni versities, the concept of family housing
is new to Grand Valley.
"Other students in my classes don 't
realize that I have kids," Reyes said.
Reyes and two doze n other studentparents said they comprise a small gro up,
but they are part of the Laker community.
They would like university administrators
to recognize their coll ective vo ice and
implement more fami ly-fri endly polic ies
on campus. Some of their proposals are
inexpen sive (develop Web page of studentparent resources) ; some would require
fundin g (install diaper-changing tables in
on-campus restrooms, provide incenti ves
for fam ily housing residents to become
licensed child care providers).
Only in its third year, fa mil y hou sing
at Grand Valley has come a long way, but
there is still work to be done, according
to Tanya Howell , who lives in the Ravines
with her life partner, Ben Hummel, and
their three young children. Howell is
spearheading efforts to make Grand Valley
more family-friendly for students who are
juggling both books and kids . In October,
she presented her views at a "Meet the
Parents" meeting, and while the number
of interested staff members outnumbered
the parents present, the students' voices
were united. They said they fee l somewhat
" invisibl e" on a campus geared toward
more traditional - read chi ldless - students.
"As a parent here on campus, I reali zed
that Grand Valley was not at all equipped
to receive us," Howell ex plained. "We
weren ' t part of the student body. My
requests were as basic as a changing table
in the Kirkhof Center. "
Housing Director Andrew Beachnau is
the first to agree. He and Howell, along
with representatives from student services,
fac ilities services, public safety, oun seling,
and the Children's Center, ha ve formed the
Family Housing Ad visory Group, which
meets to discuss iss ues specific to students
living on campus with chi ldren.
"Our goal is to generate a list of concerns
and questions and begin to work on them,
realizing that we're not going to get to them
all right away," Beachnau said. "It's been
helpful for us to dialogue with fami lies.
Instead of sitting in an office and thinking,
'What should we do?', we're actually talking
to famil ies.
"The flip side," he continued, "is that
this is a challenge because this campus is
not reall y set up for families, but, over
time, this will just get better. "

R
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Robin Reyes plays with her sons, Macario and Rico, behind the Ravine Apartments.

W

E'RE HERE

"We ' re here," Reyes
said. "This is our life . I
just hope that everyo ne
has a better understanding of who we are
because we aren't typical ' right out of hi gh
school' students, and we're not nontraditional students."
She may stru ggle with a term that fits
her academic life, but Reyes is confident
about her roles as a student and a parent.
She earned an associate's degree in art
from Grand Rapids Community Coll ege
and transferred to GVSU in 2002 as a

film and video maj or. Reyes said
incorporating graphi c art and computer
programming was an idea that sprang
from entertaining her kids.
"I would watch movies like 'Toy Story'
with them and think, 'I could get into
co mputer animation ,"' she said.
Her dream is to mo ve to California to
work for a movie studio. To get there, Reyes
said she needs to fin ish a bachelor's degree.
"I know I need to finish school and I
didn ' t want to work part-time," she said .
"If I did that, something wo uld be neglected:
the kids or schoolwork."

HILDREN AT PLAY
Family-friendly changes can
already be seen on campus,
evidenced by a "children at play"
sign on the drive leading to the Ravine
Apartments, a sidewalk between the Ravines
and the Children's Center, child-safety
barriers on railings, safety checks by faci lities
services personnel, and reduced prices for
children eating at the Fresh Food Company
in the Commons. Next on the agenda are a
speed bump at the Ravines, special campus
orientation sessions for student-parents and,
yes, a changing table in the Kirkhof Center.
Grand Valley was primarily a commuter
college when it opened in 1963. As enrollment
climbed through the decades, the emphasis
was on providing rooms and apartments
for the growing numbers of traditionalaged students on waiting lists for housing.
"Up until a year or two ago we haven 't
been able to accommodate all of our
freshmen , so the focus has been on full-time
undergrad uate education," Beachnau said .
"With family housing, we're responding to
current student needs, and it 's something
we'll continue to expand."
Whi le married couples could always
live in Grand Valley's campus apartments,
ch ildren weren't on the housing radar until
200 l. Then, the Ravine Apartments were
chosen for family housing primarily due to
cost; as the oldest apartments on campus
they ' re the most inexpensive to live in a large consideration for students juggling
tuition and child care. Rented on a 12month basis as opposed to the traditional
semester rate, a two-bedroom apartment
costs $7,680. About a dozen units now
house 16 children ranging in age from
6 years to a only a few months, the
stipulation being that one of their parents
(or guardians) be enrolled in classes.
Reyes and fiance Enrique Sausedo
moved into the Rav ines last August with
their boys: Rico, 4, and Macario "Mac,"
2. They used to live near Reyes' mother
in Grand Rapids. Moving into campus
housing, Reyes said , has helped the young
family save some money.
Sausedo works at Display Pack, a
packaging company in Grand Rapids. He
leaves Allendale by 5:15 a.m. , works until
the early afternoon then returns home and
picks up Rico from the Children's Center.
"I take the first shift with the kids,"
Reyes sa id . "Mac lets me study sometimes
in the afternoon when he takes a nap. "
Because Mac is 2, he can't attend Grand
Valley's Children's Center. The center is
licensed to care for kids who are 3 or o lder
(see sidebar on page 17). Reyes sched ules
afternoon and evening classes to be with
him durin g the day.

C

Tayna Howell holds up a proposa l to establi sh more fami ly-friend ly policies on campus
during an October "Meet the Parents" meeting .

A sign outside the Rav ine Apartments cautions drivers to slow down.
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Young Ravine Apartments residents ride their bicycles on the sidewalk.

" [Enrique] takes the second shift when
I go to class. He cooks and cleans," she
said. "I don't know how I would do this
without him."
The couple plan to marry next yea r,
after Reyes graduates.
Reyes' Pell Grant - a federal grant
awarded to undergraduate students based
on fi nancial need - lowers the cost of
sending Rico to the Children's Center.
Three years ago, the center received a
U.S. Department of Education grant that
discounts child care costs for Pell Gra nt
recipie nts. T he center's hourl y rate for
GVSU students is $2.80; for Pell recipients,
the cost can dip as low as $2 an hour.
Megan Cowan, a liberal studies major,
said she uses an off-campus child care
fac ility that takes both her daughters, ages
4 and 2. Although she doesn' t live on campus,
Cowan said she, too, would like to see the
Children's Center expand and accept toddlers.
"I would like to see day care on campus
for yo un g kids and infa nts," Cowan, 28,
said . "Yo ur ki ds don't come out at 3 years
old . I think a uni versity shoul d have day
care that acco mmodates everyone. Ma ny
people who come back to school have kids."
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To lower her day care costs, Cowan
brings her daughters on campus to her
study sessions. "People in my study
gro up have gotten used to my kids
bringing crayons, markers and askin g
a million questions," she said .
And the campus community has gro wn
accustomed to seeing students with their
kids in tow in the Kirkhof Center, at
foo tball games, at the Art Gallery.

T

OOLS TO SUCCEED
"No one at the institution is
saying that providing family
housing is something we
should do. It just fi ts in with our overa ll
hous ing mission, which is
to acco mmodate fa milies, offer grad uate
stude nt housing, and accom modate
international students," Beachnau said.
The reasoning is obvious: grad uate and
international studen ts are often older and
have fa milies . Accord ing to Denise Phillips
Ryan, assistant manager of WMU Campus
Apartments at Western Michigan University,
international students, who often don't
have transportation, are particularly
dependent on campus housi ng. After

safety, convenience is international students'
bi ggest concern , Ryan said . Western has
offered famil y housi ng fo r several decades;
now, roughl y half of the students living in
WMU Campus Apartments are nternational
students and about 60 apartments house ,
children.
Family housing was a key fac tor in
choosing to attend Grand Valley for Oscar
Lopez, a graduate student in education
fro m Ecuador. He and his wife, Veronica,
live in the Rav ines with their I-year-old
daughter, Martina.
"It was a basic consideration. If I was n' t
able to bring my fam ily, I wouldn't be
studying here," said Lopez, 27.
Family housing also works for the
uni ve rsity in other ways, said Marlene
Kowa lski-Braun , director of the GVSU
Women's Center, which has been active in
helping student- parents fi nd their footing.
"Family housing is a student retention
issue. When we talk about retention , we
always look at the needs of students who
live here," Ko walski-Braun said.
She pointed out that the benefits to the
campu s go far beyond the stude nts with
children. "I absolutely thin k it adds to the

campus community to have kids around.
It allows students to see the variety of
choices and life experiences," she said.
Both Beachnau and Howell credit the
Women' s Center with helping studentparents fee l welcome on campus. In
addition to sponsoring support gro ups
and workshops for student-mothers, the
center's smaller touches - a basket of
toys in its main office, a "lactation station"
(sink, refrigerator and private area for
nursing mothers), help in coordinating
rides and babysitting - are a reminder
that parents of small children have many
more demands on them than traditional,
childless students.
Kowalski-Braun, who has a I year old
and a 3 year old, said she understands that
good academics come only after students
feel that their children are taken care of.
Her goal is to help provide them with the
tools to succeed with both.
"If student-parents aren't successful
parents, then they aren 't going to be
successful students," she said.

there are times - li ke last semester when
all three kids were sick at once and she
had to drop a class - when " it's difficult
to see the bi g picture."
"Sometimes it's difficult to get past one
kid throwing up on yo u and the other one
crying, and yo u have a bi g paper due that
week," she said.
One of her concerns, echoed by other
parents at the Meet the Parents meeting
last fall, is that professors understand
"that it takes a lot of work for us to get
to class every day."
Howell presented a draft of a proposal
for "developing a fam ily-friendly
environment" at Grand Valley, which
she modeled after a similar proposal
submitted at the University of M ichigan
in 2001. Since then she has sharpened
her focus to what she said student-parents
agree is their biggest issue: the need for
infant clay care. She is currently working
with the Women's Center and campus
organizations to formu late a pl an to
present to university officials this spring.
Howell realizes, however, that she
IDS AND CLASSES
won't be around to see the results. After
the six-year "adventure," as she calls it,
Howell, 26, knows the stresses
of being a student-parent only · of attending school full-time while
too well. Her study time
starting a family, she plans to graduate
begins at about 2 a.m. She and Hummel,
in April with degrees in liberal studies,
who also takes classes in additi on to
English, and sociology.
But her student-parent days may be far
working full-time, juggle their schedules
as best they can, but Howell, who took 18
from over. She plans to begin law school
in the fa ll. And she and Hummel, who
credits this semester, considers herself a
full-time mom to Trenton, 6, Hannah , 2,
have postponed marriage in order to qualify
for better student financ ial aid benefits ,
and Olivia, almost I . Although she's
plan to marry eventually and add three
quick to state that she loves living on
more children to their already lively brood.
campus and that her kids benefit from it,
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ORE STAFFING, SPACE
NEEDED TO CARE FOR
TODDLERS ON CAMPUS

The phone calls come almost daily.
But for moms and dads trying to arrange
day care at Grand Valley's Children's Center,
the conversation ends quickly if their son
or daughter is younger than 3.
"People are surprised that we don't
take younger kids," said Tina Young,
assistant director. "Sometimes they get
upset if they have a 4 year old and a 2
year old. They don't want to split them up."
The Children's Center is licensed to care
for children who are at least 3 years old .
Built seven years ago near the Meadows
Golf Course, the center used to be located
off M-45 in a three-bedroom ranch house.
Director Mary Ann Krause said Grand
Valley has had some form of child care
since the university was established.
"At the beginning, the administration
counted on people to do so many tasks
and work such long hours, offering day
care seemed obvious," she said.
The student-parent group working to
expand the center to allow for care of kids
younger than 3 has not hit on a novel
idea. Faculty and staff members have
suggested it for years.
To expand the center, more full-time
staff members would have to be hired.
Michigan's Family Independence Agency
requires a 1:4 caretaker-to-child ratio for
kids ages 1 to 2 1/2. (For 3-5 year olds, the
ratio is 1:10.) Young toddlers also need more
space: 50 square feet per child, opposed to
35 square feet for kids ages 3-5.
Krause has told the student-parent
group that small steps are sometimes
better than big leaps.
"I wouldn't want to add infant care
until we're going 1-3 year olds successfully,"
she said.
Given the university's current budget
crunch, expansion won't be easy. But
Krause said she's willing to lead the hunt
for federal and state grants.
"I heard that for every dollar you spend
on children who are Oto 5 years old, you
save $7 in future special education and
juvenile court costs," she said. "I think it's
a wonderful time to spend money on
young people."

Megan Cowan and her daughter work through a homework problem during a study
session in Lake Superior Hall.
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Cookbook project aims to
It's often too tempting.
And for far too many people, preparing
family meals means stopping at fast-food
restaurants, tossing frozen dinners into the
microwave, or calling for a pizza.
Grand Valley associate professor
Carmen Nochera said the expanding
waistline of Americans can be largely
blamed on high-fat, pre-made meals and
convenience foods. To help combat obesity
and other health problems linked to fatty
or salty foods, Nochera is leading efforts
to create a cookbook filled with
inexpensive, nutritious and tasty recipes.
Unlike other cookbooks on store
shelves, Nochera's book won' t follow a
no-fat, low-carbohydrate or similar health
trend. Registered dietitians from
throughout Michigan will submit recipes
for the cookbook, scheduled for
publication next year. Produced by
Dietitians of West Michigan, proceeds
from book sales will benefit DWM and
Michigan Dietetic Association scholarship
and programming funds.
"There are many cookbooks that
include recipes with zero fat, zero salt and
zero taste. Therefore, they don 't appeal to
the public," Nochera said.
Nochera, a former DWM president,
said other state dietetic associations have
had success with similar projects. In
Colorado, sales of Simply Colorado
surpassed 125,000 and initiated a followup, Simply Colorado Too.

trim Wa istl j neS

The timing is hardly a coincidence.
Centers for Disease Control researchers
pointed to Michigan residents as the second
fattest in the country. Perhaps because
they also found residents rank 25th in the
nation for fruit and vegetable
consumption.
Nochera, who teaches nutrition classes
in the Biomedical and Health Sciences
Department, said she doesn ' t advocate
dieting. To help trim waistlines , she
suggested eating a variety of healthy
foods, exercising and maintaining a
positive attitude.
The key to preparing healthy meals lies
in planning, she said. Meals should
include a variety of foods: lean meats or
legumes, fruit and vegetables, whole
grains and dairy. Many of the recipes slated
for the DWM book can be made in less
than a half-hour.
The DWM book will cover the start of
the meal to the finish, including appetizers,
soup and salads, meat and meatless
entrees, breads and desserts. Nochera's
favorite submission is a cappuccino
cheesecake recipe that uses reduced-fat
cream cheese and egg whites (see below).
Along with collecting recipes, Nochera
and other DWM members are creating and
testing the 200-plus recipes. The book's
publisher, Favorite Recipes Press, will
analyze recipes for nutritional content.
Nochera is also in the early stages of

-

by Michele Coffill

Carmen Nochera chops vegetables in her
kitchen. She is leading efforts to create a
cookbook of recipes submitted by
registered dietitians.

developing a cookbook of inexpensive,
nutritious recipes for college students that
follows the DWM model.

Vlcci-yc :

Cappuccino Cheesecake
1/2 cup choco late wafer crumbs
3 tablespoons instant espresso powder

%""

I te><spooo or th, crumbss.
Sprinkle the remaining crumbs

over the bottom of a 9-inch springform pan

3 tab lespoons coffee liqueur

spayed with nonstick cooking spray.

1 1/2 cups fat-free or 1 percent cottage cheese

Combine espresso powder and liqueur in a

8 ounces fat-free cream cheese, softened

bowl , stirring until the powder dissolves.

8 ounces tub-style reduced-fat cream cheese

Process the cottage cheese in a blender

or until the cheesecake puffs

1 cup sugar

until smooth. Acid the cream cheese, sugar,

and the center is almost set.

2 tablespoons flour

flour, egg whites, cinnamon, salt and

Sprinkle with reserved crumbs.

6 egg whites

espresso mi xture. Process until blended.

Cool in pan on a wire rack.

1/4 teaspoon cinnamon

Spoon into prepared pan.

Chill, covered, for 4- 10 hours.

1/4 teaspoon salt
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Bake at 325 degrees for 65-70 minutes

Remove side of pan and slice.
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Holland

I NEWS

Farmers Market

Field school research will aid farmers' marketing skills -by Michele cotti11
Buyin g loca lly is hi gh ly imp0rtant
to shoppers who drive to the
bustling Holl and Farmers Market.
T hey are not, however, very concerned if
produce was grow n organically.
Grand Valley anthropology professors
and students spent six weeks last summer
researching consumer behavior at the
farmers market to give vendors a better
understanding of how shoppers think and
buy. They wi ll present their findin gs to
far mers in Holland this winter.
Ass istant Professor Kimmarie M urph y
said the summer fie ld school helped
students understand the history of farmers
markets and how consumers access West
Michigan 's food system. Murphy and
Associate Professor Russell Rhoads
directed the proj ect.
"Some students said they never had
paid attention to where food comes from ,"
Murphy said. "A lot of produce is grown
in Michi ga n: asparagus, cherries, sa lad
greens, celery, other fruits and vegetables."
With a hi story dating to the 1970s, the
Holland Farmers Market proved an
excellent training ground. More than 70
vendors and 500 shoppers fill the C ivic
Center parking lot on Wednesdays and
Saturdays from May to November. Market
manager Candy Todd said vendors are
req ui red to fill their booths with at least
60 percent local produce or plants.

Shoppers peruse the bounty at the Holland Farmers Market. Anthropology students and
facu lt y researched shoppers and their habits and will present their findings to farmers th is
winter.

Before interviewi ng shoppers and
vendors, students created maps of vendor
booths. Senior Liz Baber sai d simpl e
observation skills helped build a rapport
with vendors, who come from a ll over
lower Michigan.
"We would do product surveys and
record what types of food was ava ilable
thro ughout the changing seasons," she
said . " Also, we recorded prices to see if
- and how - they change by ava ilability. "
Students also conducted price-comparison
studies at Asian and Hispanic markets in
Holland.
During the last stage of the fie ld
school, students developed consumer
questionnaires and asked shoppers who in
thei r fa mily buys food and why going to
the Farmers Market was important.
"We wa nted to find o ut who comes to
the market. Is it fam ilies , women with
kids, senior citi ze ns? Is socializing with
vendors important to customers?" Murp hy
sa id.

She and Rhoads hope survey resul ts
will help far mers improve their marketing
strategies. For example, surveys showed
shoppers liked highl y visible prices.
"Our results showed that people like
foods that are fres h and loca l," M urph y
said. "Organic foods were not hi gh on
their li sts. But peo ple have different ideas
abo ut what 'organ ic' is. In some parts of
the country, that's very important to
people. "
Murphy sa id it's un common for
anthropology progra ms to offer a field
school in ethnography, the study of human
culture. At Grand Va ll ey, the fie ld school
is offered each summer and alternates
between an emphas is on archeology and
ethnography. T he Dorothy A. Johnson
Center for Philanth ropy gave the
Anthropology Department a grant to help
with ex penses.
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Telli11g the h1una11
side of
Alumnus spent three months in
Iraq writing stories about
Marine unit
- by Brian J. Bowe
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he night U.S. forces
invaded Iraq, Grand
Valley alumnus Jeff
Seidel and his partner
Rich Johnson found
themselves with an
up-close vantage point
to the hostilities. At
first he didn ' t realize
just how close they
were.
"There were these loud explosions
and you could feel it in your chest. The
sky was lighting up 200 yards away,
and you could feel the ground rock.
Rich and I both grabbed our stuff, put
on our helmets and we 're putting on our
masks and we' re running for the
bunker. He goes in one end, I go in the
other, and we meet in the middle. We
beat all of these Marines into the
bunker," Seidel said. "Then - all of a
sudden - the major goes, 'Oh my God ,
that's outgoing artillery, not incoming
artillery."'
Seidel was in Iraq to chronicle the
war for the Detroit Free Press. He was
a journalist embedded with U.S. troops
and wrote a series called "Portraits of
War." A compilation of that series has
been released in book form.
Seidel's stories focused on individual
tales; they were coupled with drawings
by Johnson. The project's goal was "to
tell the big story of the war through
these indi vidual stories," Seidel said.
Such an approach hadn't been tried
by a big media organization in many
years.
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"In November we got an e-mail from
the big boss say ing, 'How can we cover
this war differently?'
"I threw my name into the hat, just to
go as a feature writer and cover individual
stories," Seidel said. "Then Rich said,
'Why don't we send a sketch ai1ist, .much
like they did in World War I and World
War II?"'
Seidel said the Free Press' corporate
pai·ent, Knight-Ridder, had more embedded
journalists covering the war than any other
organization. That made the company
more willing to take a risk on this idea,
and the two were assigned to work
together as a team.
"They were able to take a chance on
two people doing this crazy thing. At the
time we had no cl ue what it was going to
be, if it was going to work, how people
were going to reac t to it," Seidel said.
Seidel would tape interviews and
Johnson wou ld take photographs. Then
each wo uld grab their laptops and go to
work on the hot sand - Seidel transc1ibing
and writing and Johnson sketching from
photos. The results were emotionall y
powerful d ispatches from the front Lines
that dealt with the humanity of war.
"It's all that style of focusing on sole
indi viduals and telling intimate stories,"
Seidel said. "The cool thing is I had no
responsibility to tell a grand scope or tell
sweeping stories."
The concept of embedding was
contrnversial when it was first unveiled by
the militai·y, and it remains so. Critics say
the reporters ai·e liable to succumb to
pressure to repot1 the war the way the
military wants it to be rep011ed pai1iculai·ly because embedded journalists
rely on soldiers for food, shelter and safety.

Seidel said he never felt press ured to
write (or not write) anything. He said that
he broke one unflatterin g investi gative
story about a Marine who died because he
was left behind.
But occasionall y, the language of
objectivity slipped away. In conversations,
Seidel referred to the U.S. troops he
traveled with as "my guys." He almost
refeITecl to the opposing soldiers as "bad
guys" before he caught himself.
"These are the guys I went into war
with - that sounds so bizarre to say," he
said, looking at a picture of the unit with
which he was embedded.
There were some rules. The embedded
reporters couldn ' t disclose exact locations,
missions or numbers of troops, and they
couldn ' t identify American dead for a
designated period of time, allowi ng
next-of-kin to be notified.
Seidel spent three month s in Iraq in
what he called "the military cocoon," and
he acknow ledged that hi s reporting alone
wouldn't have been a complete picture.
"You' re in this cocoon, and you' re not
interacting with the Iraqis. That's why I
think it's impot1ant to have both embedded
journ ali sts and unil ateral journalists. The
embedded can tell the stories of our troops
and what's happening on a microscopic
scale. (Un il aterals) can float the country
and tell the other side. As long as you
have both , I think it's a good thing. To just
have embedded, it would be awful," he
said .
For Seidel. the politics of the war
didn ' t play into hi s coverage.
" I don't know if the war was right or
justified or not - and to be honest, I
didn ' t even consider it. lt wasn't my job to
figure that out. My job was to capture
these men and women. And whether yo u
think it's right or wrong, I think it's
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important to support these people and
know who they are. That was the whol e
point," Seidel said.

l\lissil1g Home
A Bay City native, Seidel came to
Grand Valley in 1985 as a physical therapy
major. A long the way, he discovered that
he enjoyed writing and switched to the
health communications program. He
graduated in J989 and worked as a sports
stringer for the Grand Rapids Press'
Lakeshore bureau in Holl and. After eight
yeai·s, he landed a dream job - covering
the Minnesota Vikings for the St. Paul
Pioneer Press.
As he and hi s wife began hav ing
ch ildren, Seidel grew tired of the travel
that a metro daily sportswriter endures. He
took a job as a general assignment features
reporter at the Free Press. During his

cocoo11, and you're

11ot i11teracti11g with the Iraqis.
That's why I thh1k it's iinJ)Orta11t
have both embedded joun1alists and

1u1ilateral jo11r11alists."
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tenure there, he has carved out a niche for
himself writing deeply researched feature
series.
"I'm kind of cursed. I see stories
everywhere," Seidel told a Grand Valley
journalism class when he visited campus
in November.
Seidel said his wife, Teresa (a Grand
Valley alumna), was supportive of the Iraq
assignment.
"In December, I literally had to decide
yes or no in one day. She said, 'It's a
no-brainer. You go. It's a war. As a
journalist, it's the greatest assignment you
can have,"' he recalled.
Teresa's support didn' t make the
separation easier.
"While I was over there, we had the
capacity to call on the satphone. I only
called one time, because it was so hard to
hear their voices. When I was embedded
and I heard their voices, I was a wreck for
a week," Seidel said. "It was just that hard.
But we e-mailed all the time."
Missing home and family gave Seidel a
great amount of common ground with the
people he covered.
"What you ' re trying to do is capture the
essence of these people, and so often the
people were right at my age. I knew my
biggest thing was missing the kids. It
became easy to draw that out of them,
because you're experiencing the exact
same thing," he said.
Frequently, Seidel's war stories turned
to children - the children of soldiers who
waited back home, and the Iraqi children
who faced a difficult and unknown future.
Meanwhile, his own wife and three small
children were waiting for him to come
home.
"I think that those are some of my best
stories. I wonder if that's why," he said.
In fact, it's those family ties that he said
will keep him from serving as a war
correspondent again.
"There were so many times I was
scared to death. And there were so many
times I said to myself, 'This is the stupidest
thing I've ever done in my life. I could die
and my kids could grow up without a
father,"' Seidel said. "I don 't think I'll do
it again."
If he was single, though, Seidel said
things would be different.
"If I didn't have ki.ds or I weren't
married, I think I would do it over and
over and over again.
"You become a junkie. It's the greatest
adrenaline msh ever," he said.

In such a dangerous place so far from
home, it seemed natural that Seidel would
develop an affiinity for the soldiers he was
covering. He talked about Sgt. T.R.
Sparenberg, the subject of one of his
dispatches. "He told me Tm going to get
you home alive.' It sounds corny now, but
then it was like, 'OK, sir. Let me hold your
leg,"' Seidel said. (See book excerpt on
page 24.)
He was with Sparenberg when their
convoy rolled into a minefield.
'The one that we ran over was a fake,
but everywhere you could see there were
land mines. You didn't know which ones
were real and which ones were fake,"
Seidel said. And that's when Sparenberg
walked ahead of the convoy and guided
them out of the minefield on foot.
"He's in the Marine Reserve, couple of
kids, works in IT for Caterpillar. You talk
about courage and patriotism and bravery?
I don ' t know where those guys got it.
They're truly amazing people," Seidel
said.

Ifull circle
Seidel has developed a style that
focuses on the stories of individuals.
Because he was immersed in the topic,
Seidel said the stories came easily, but
getting them was hard labor.
"The journalism was actually easier
than I've ever done. Physically, it was the
hardest thing I've ever done. Harder than
high school football. I used to run track at
Grand Valley, and it was harder than that.
My knees hurt so bad. My ankles are so
bad," he said.
The precautions the soldiers had to take
in case the Iraqis used chemical or
biological agents made conditions that
much more difficult - particularly when
SCUD missiles would land nearby and
everybody had to don their protective
clothing.
"I'll never forget the first time when it
was real. You're in full biochem gear coat, the pants, rubber boots, rubber
gloves, gas mask - and it's over 100
degrees and you're exhausted. And sweat's
dripping into your eyes. One of the first
signs of biochem exposure is that your
eyes are burning. And you're sucking air,
and one of the other symptoms is shortness
of breath. So, I swear to God, you didn't
know if you were going to live or die right
then," Seidel said.

He said his early journalism career
trained him well for thi s assignment.
"I think so much of it started with
sportswri ting," he said . "I was a
sportswriter for 10 years, and what I'm
doing now is what I was doing then, but in
a different way," he said. "So much of it,
when you can, is pure narrative writing
and storytelling.
"It's such an easier way to tell a really
complex story, through narrative
storytelling as opposed to a regular report
- fact, quote, fact, quote. If you get
inside their heads and write from within
their head and withi n their emotions, I

think that's when it really starts to go,"
Seidel said.
There's an old cliche about journalism
being the first draft of history. James
Smither, chair of Grand Valley's hi story
department, said that in man y ways, that's
true.
"For an awful lot of different kinds of
rustory that we do these days, one of these
places that you have to look are the
journalistic accounts. Those are often your
only eyewitness accounts," said Smither.
Smither said modern journalism can be
tricky from an histo1ical perspective
because of bias or spin.

and far away from the
political debates, men
and women fought to
liberate Iraq. Meet them
in Jeff Seidel's Portraits
of War, wh ich is
available for purchase
through the Detroit Free
Press. Call 800-245-5082
or order onli ne from

"Usually that's easy enough to read for,
and the fact is they're giving you a lot of
data and a lot of infoimation ," he said. "If
I were trying to write a history of the most
recent invasion of Iraq, that's where I
would start."
Smither said there's been a movement
over the last 30 years to get the voices of
the actual combatants included in the
writing of history.
"By combining the points of view of a
lot of these individuals, you open up new
dimensions in the interpretation of the
larger event," Smither said.

In October, Seidel signed his books at
the Pentagon - the first writer since Tom
Clancy to do so.
"For me, it completed the circle. I was
at Centcom, and that was the room they
ran the war out of in Doha, Qatar. Then,
we saw the war from the absolute grunt
level of the guy on the ground, eating dirt,
sleeping in sand, not showering for weeks .
Then to publish the book and go to the
Pentagon and meet these people at the
highest levels - it was such an honor to
be there," he said.•
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their heads a11d
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I thil1k that's whe11 it
And you don't know whether your
equipment is going to work because this is
the Marines, and the Army gets all the
money.
And you're so tired, so drained, so raw
that you can have a complete conversation
using only swear words with a few grunts
thrown in for effect.
And you've grown so close to the guys in
your squad, they feel like brothers. No, they
are brothers. Maybe even closer.
AS THE MARINES get out of their tents
and start to dig breakfast out of a box, they
gather around Sparenberg. He sits on a camp
stool, rising slightly above the others. He's.a
complicated man: cutting but painstakingly
polite, strong and bold, decisive and certain.
He attacks every issue straight on, with a
healthy dose of sarcasm.
He puts his canteen cup on a fire, an old
ammunition box converted into a camp stove
with diesel fuel, warming some coffee.
Somehow, he makes all this chaos and
absurdity feel normal. He's so strong, such a
good guy. He's something to cling to when
you are about to lose it.
IF EVERY WAR has music associated with it
- Jimi Hendrix in Vietnam, for example the theme song for Sparenberg's squad is
"Gin and Juice."
They played it on a portable CD player
while they waited to invade Iraq, listening on
speakers held together with tape.
They played it at a camp in the middle of
the desert while they got haircuts.
They played it while driving through the
desert on a security patrol.
"Rollin' down the street, smokin indo,
sippin' on gin and juice," Sparenberg sings.
"Laid back! With my mind on my money and
my money on my mind. Now, that, I got me
some Seagram's gin. Everybody's got the ·
cups, but they ain't chipped in."
Sparenberg starts to dance like a cowboy.
Like he just got off a bull. Legs bowed. Arm~
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really starts to go."

stiff but moving slightly above his shoulders.
It's an old habit.
"Sippin' on gin and juice," he sings.
Before he joined the Marines, Sparenberg
was a professional bull rider.
"I started riding bulls my senior year in
high school," he says. "I needed an aggressive
sport.
"I really enjoyed it and kind of excelled at
it. Made some money at it."
He traveled the rodeo circuit, competing
mostly in the Midwest, but he quit last year.
"I thought I was getting too old to stay up
with 18-year-olds," he says. "I get here, and
I'm hanging out with 18-year-olds and doing
the same thing they are. And I think I'm
cheatin' myself."
Sparenberg tried college, but he
developed a nasty drinking habit.
He was headed downhill, he says. "I
needed something to do."
He went and saw a recruiter.
It happened to be a Marine, and
Sparenberg signed up for six years. Just like
that.
"It was the first office I walked into,"
Sparenberg says. "A lot of these Marines say
they grew up wanting to become a Marine,
and they feel their destiny was to be a
Marine. Basically, I found mine as an accident.
I don't regret it by any means. It was a great
choice, and I stand behind it, and I love every
minute of it."
Sparenberg grew up a child of divorce, so
he was in no rush to get married. "My mother
and father clivorced when I was 11 years old,"
he says. "My mother remarried and divorced
again. Now, she's married to another guy
who treats her quite well. My mother kept
asking me why I didn't get married, and it's
because I didn't want to get divorced."
Sparenberg and his wife, Amy, were
married one day before he was deployed in
January. They had been dating for five and a
.half years.
· "It took an act of war to get me married,"
he says, jokingly.

Then, his voice drops to that dead-serious
tone.
"It was the right thing to do. If anything
happened to me, I would want her to be
taken care of. It also eased her mind. She can
now call the unit and find out things that
they won't tell a girlfriend.
"She can also receive other benefits. But
that's not the reason I did it. It was the right
thing to do. We lived together for about
three years. Basically, we've been married
that whole time."
He has wrapped tape around his wedding
band, so it doesn't fall off. "It fit my finger
fine when we left," he says, "but I've lost
some weight."
They are planning to have a big wedding
ceremony when he returns.
"A military wedding," he says. Sparenberg
plans to finish college, become a
commissioned officer in the Marines and fly
helicopters.
"Of course, I believe coming from the
enlisted side, I would have an upper hand in
leading Marines," he says. "I've been there
and done that, as opposed to somebody who
has done four years of college and walked
right into it. In my opinion, that person could
be clueless."
He has watched documentaries, learning
about the great leaders in history, trying to
copy some of their techniques.
"If my Marines don't have faith in
themselves," he says, "I have faith in them."
AS HIS SQUAD PACKS the truck before
leaving for Baghdad, a familiar song plays on
the CD player.
Sparenberg and the 14 Marines in his
squad sing along. It should be a scary
moment, heading into Baghdad, but
everybody is laughing and smiling, just like
their leader.
"Sippin' on gin and juice," he sings.

IBook excerpt from Portraits of War]
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Gleaves Wh itne
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Gleaves Whitney joined Grand Valley 's Hauenstein Center for
Presidential Studi es in July. He had just published a book abo ut Gov. John
Engler, hi s former boss, and another book, American Presidents: Farewell

Addresses to the Nation. He's currently working on a collection of
wartime speeches by U. S. presidents.
Whitney talked to Gremel Valley Magazine '.5· Mary Eilleen Lyon about
the center's mission to become one of the nation 's most distingui shed
institutions for the study of the U.S. presidency. He also talked about his
Texas roots, and when the scholar and historian 's glasses and tie give way
to a black cowboy hat, you know you' re in for a wi ld ride.

GVM: You spent 11 years with Gov.
Engler and yet you say you are not
political. Explain that.
Whitney: There were days I was political
because the governor wanted a certain
message crafted. But I continued to work
as an hi storian . I was able to be objective
and transcend politics. I had a great deal
of intellectual freedom. When Gov. Engler
and I agreed that I would do the authorized
biography of his life and administration I
said , "Governor, I have to do it as an
historian and not as your chief speech
writer. I am talking to Republicans and
Democrats, fri ends and fo es . Do you have
a problem with that?" He didn 't. He knew
it was best for him and the administration
to have something that is objective and
respected .
GVM: Did you hear back from
Democrats ?
Whitney: Yes, because I interviewed so
many of them. Some were rather skeptical,
but afte r I talked to them for a bit, they
saw I was objective. I wasn 't just a flack
for the governor, so they started opening
up and telling me really great stories. The
reason that happened is that I made a point
not to judge what they were saying.
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GVM: Not unlike a journalist.
Whitney: Very simil ar to a journalist. In
fact, journalism, as you ' ve heard , is the
first draft of history. Those interviews
were also the first draft of history.
GVM: What are the most important things
you took away from your years with
Engler?
Whitney: First, John Engler was a mentor
to me as he was to many people. We
reali zed we were working with somebody
who was brilliant, who had the best political
mind we would personally ever be
exposed to. The second point deals with
Engler the man. I was terribl y impressed
by Engler's ability to be humble. He never
forgot he was a farm boy from Beal City.

GVM: People may hear about your Engler
connection, your Republican background,
and wonder about the Hauenstein Center
and its programming. What is your
response?
Whitney: Judge us by what we do . My
responsibility is to further the dialogue
about the American presidency and cultivate
an intell ectually honest environment. All
intellectually legitimate questions are
welcome at my table. Anybody who

comes to the Hauenstein Center, who's
done good research and asks tough
questions, is welcome.

GVM: You hit the ground running when
you got here in Jul y. The Hauenstein
Center has been offering a steady stream
of programs and speakers. What are your
goals for the center?
Whitney: I wanted the Grand Valley
community to know the Hauenstein Center
is for real. The first thing I did was design
a conference around the first scholarly
book abo ut the Bush presidency, called
Considering the Bush Presidency. We had
nati onal C-SPAN coverage, and the book
was on the local 5:30 news. I was delighted.
The interim director, Vice President
Patricia Oldt, did a phenomenal job getting
the Hauenstein Center off to a good start.
The Ford Foundation, Museum and
Library have been eager to partner with
the Hauenstein Center so we can combine
resources and offer great programs. We
are in a unique position. The Hauenstein
Center is both tethered to the uni versity
world and also has access to every
presidenti al library and museum in the
United States.

GVM: You and your wife published a
book, Bis for Buckaroo.

Whitney: That's right. As I explained to
the editor, my wife Louise is a Coloradan
and I' m a Texan. We both had something
to bring to the book. The publisher loved
the idea. It was fun.

GVM: It's still go ing on because you ' re
going to ranches and do ing book signings.
Whitney: That's ri ght. This is how life is
these clays. Recently, I had an event at the
White House. The next day I had a book
signing at a Texas ranch. Groups of kids
would come and I'd read cowboy poems
to them. It 's great to be able to be playful
and not be serious all the time.
GVM: What's your first political memory?
Whitney: My first political memory is
GVM: Your son was in Iraq and you used
hi s e-mail s, which were very personal, as
part of articles you wrote and made public.
What was that experience like for you?
Whitney: The Iraq War was the first
e-mail war. I knew when my son, Ian, who
was 19 years old, would be going overseas,
we would be desperate to stay in touc h. He
has a good life and yet something in him
said life is more than "I-me-mine." I was
humbled by the fact that my son already
had that awareness, that sense of who he is
as an American. We agreed that he would
write and tell us what was going on in his
interior life. One's interior life, after all, is
the most interesting part of a person. He
started to write us about the SCUD
mjssiles coming over and about having to
put all his chemical gear on in eight
seconds. It was valuable as a parent, as an
American, and as an historian to connect
with him at those moments. I thought it
would be interesting for Americans to see
what he had to say. The e-mails were
published on "National Review On line."
The response was overwhelming.
Hundreds of e-mails came in from all over
the country and the world. It was
heartwarming to see Americans care for
our men and women in uniform.

from 1960 when President Dwight
Eisenhower was campaigning for Richard
Nixon. They came to Houston. He was to
be in a motorcade that went right through
the middle of downtown. My mother took
me to her office downtown and explained
that the president was going to drive by on
the street below. I didn 't know what to
make of the crowds and confetti. I distinctly
remember Eisenhower coming clown the
motorcade with Nixon and people
screaming. I was impressed by that.

GVM: What is your early impression of
Grand Valley ?

Whitney: a Texas cowboy

Whitney: Grand Valley is a phenomenal
community. I could not have had all of the
events we've put on and could not have
raised the Hauenstein Center to the next
level if it hadn 't been for my colleagues.
Our achievments are showing off Grand
Valley and its spirit of commitment and
goodwill and academic excellence. I am
happy to be in this environment.

000

GVM: You have two sides to you. You ' ve
got this scholarly image and then we find
out about your other life as a cowboy.
Whitney: I'm a Texan, and I love Texas.
You know there 's something about people
who come from Texas. They love their
state. Texans are bold ; they ' re confident;
they know their mind. They don ' t tolerate
hogwash, they really don ' t.
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Grand Volley~s pioneers
return after 40 years

-compiledbyNancyWilley

In September of 1963, 226 men and women arrived at
Grand Valley State College ready to study at the brand
new "college in the cornfield." What they hadn't counted
on was the multitude of decisions they would be making
- from choosing the school colors to starting the first
sporting activity ( skiing, and riding down the campus ski
hill on waxed food trays) - and the rich and often
innovative academic curricula that awaited them.
They were Grand Valley 's "Pioneer Class ," and on
Homecoming Weekend last fall, Grand Valley welcomed
them back to celebrate the 40th anniversary of their
arrival. One of the focuses of the reunion was a
roundtable discussion moderated by founding faculty
member John Tevebaugh, a well-known face from the
past for many pioneer students . Here are some excerpts.

-------------

...

Diane Paton , the first student to r egister at Grand Valley in 1963 , a ccepts a
letter of conunendation for the Pioneer Class from state Sen . Bill Hardiman,
'77 , of Kentwood, above, and a citation in the U.S . Congressional Record
originated by U.S. Rep. Peter Hoekstra, of Holland.

WHAT DID YOU FIND VALUABLE AT GRAND VALLEY?
Small class size and easy accessibility to professors were the top answers. But there was much more discussion.

John Tevebaugh, pioneer
professor, speaking about " tutorials,"
requiring students to meet with professors
several times a semester for a rigorous,
one-on-one discussion of the class subject
matter.
From our standpoint, and I think
I sp eak for my colleagues, we loved
[ tu to rials].

Margory Miller, '67: I thought that
tutorials were natural
for every school b ecau se
m y fath er is British . Yo u
mentioned that the
faculty liked it , let me
tell you - standing
outside the door to Dr.
Niemeyer's office waiting
for your turn , your knees shook! But
after we got in , it was wonderful. I
probably learned more from what h e
drew out of me than from writing that
term paper.

Gordon Johnston, '67: The professors
cared. What helped, too , is that you didn' t
hear from other students like upperclassmen
- because we were the upperclassmen about the professors, so we'd go into a
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class and learn for ourselves with no
preconceived idea s and no chance of
getting out and taking another course
[ much laughter and nods from other
pioneers]. Being a small group , knowing
each other, knowing the professors, the
open door [policy of professor s] , being
pioneers ... It helped prepare us for life.

Rich Rockwood, '67: I came from
a Catholic high school where there are
lots of rules and it's quite strict ... so
one of the things I really appreciated
was the openness here. Ever ything wa s
wide open. I r emember [ school officials]
saying right from the start , " There are
no rules. We'll make up the rules as the
n eed arises, but we'll leave it up to yo u ."
That was just mind boggling to me . I
r eally appreciated that.
Tom Ehels, '67, who attended Grand
Valley after two years at
a community college:
One of the things I
valued was ha ving to
take the 101 courses
after I was already
through two years of
college , and getting the

snot pounded out of you in class - so
you knew you weren ' t probably a s smart
as you thought you were.

Dave Hufford, '67: To me, it wa s
kind of like a first child in that when
we came h ere, there were no standards.
Everything we did we had to make
decisions on - like the school colors
(some were happy and some weren ' t) and
the school ma scot. Every little nuance
was the first time, so there was a lot of
dialogue back and forth . I think that's a
real growth issue that everybod y b enefited
from and we could use later in life.
Joan Shepard Bm·ch, '67: T he
most important thing I took from Grand
Valley was the concept that edu cation is
not sta gnant, that the teacher grows just
like the student. I've worked in counseling
for many yea r s and I have little children
now and I still expect them to grow and
they look for me to grow with them.
That's one of the things I learned
her e : the professors were learning a s
we were learning, and - a lot of times learning from us.

WHAT DID YOU MISS?
Despite all its positive asp ects, a brand-new college in a rural commzmity lacks many thing s, such as org anized sports ,
name recognition, a ncl a local eatery.

Nikki Hufford, married to Dave
Hufford :
I grew up about two miles east of
here, and I remember [ when Grand
Valley was built J my father saying,
"Huh , that will never su cceed. " He's
turning over in his grave right now.

Kent Fisher, '68, associate director
of GVSU Alumni Relations:
"\'\'hat I missed , because it wasn ' t
available, was that there was very little
" her e" here, to paraphrase Gertrude
Stein. The college life was very essential
here; there were no frills, there was no
foo tball , dare I say it. . . I envy the things
that are going on here today that we didn' t
enjoy then.

Don Paton, '67: We all remember
Lake Michigan Hall being everything to
everyon e - except for one department:
the Athletic Department and the
fabulous barn we got to take phys ed in .
That posed some real challenges. When
we go over now and look at the new
student athletic center with an indoor
pool and a great jogging area and all the
fabulou s equipment tha t's available, we
look back at that b arn ... it was a lot of
fun but it sure would have been a lot
nicer to have that new facility.
P ionee,· John Hemphill and current student
Tiffany Bowser share views of Grand Valley
" then and now."

WAS THERE TECHNOLOGY WAY BACK THEN?
John Hemphill, '67, had a degree
when h e came to Grand Valley :
I was a father of five children at the
time I started h ere . I wa s working 50
hours a week at Keeler Bra ss to allow
myself to go to school, so my da ys and
nights got sort of mixed up and I would
sometimes fall asleep in Dr. Tevebaugh's
[history] class. So I went to him and
said , " Would you allow me to bring a
tape recorder into yo ur class?" He very
graciou sly agreed tha t I could u se this
new technology.

Professor John Tevebaugh, who mod e rated the
dis cussion, assures Pioneer Class m ember s that
the session would not be graded.

Gordon Johnston, center, notes that Grand
Valley 's openness h elped pre pare students
for life .

Chris Bergland Bement, '67:
I u sed to work at the switchboard as a
student, and what a thrill it wa s to be
able to use the electric typewriter that
wa s in the office . And I also r emember
being able to call home [to Rockford]
and it was not long distance b ecause
Gra nd Valley had [arranged] a Grand
Rapids number. That was big technology
for a starving college student at that time .

Art Hills, pioneer professor,
recalled a " hootenanny" the college held
for the incoming students of 1963 , prior
to the sta r t of classes .
Some of the students said, " Can we
see some of the cla ssrooms in the
builcling?" And we had to say, "Sorry,
there isn ' t any electricity yet. " Classes
were set to start in just a few days . So it
wa s very tight from that standpoint, but
didn' t we grow !

Enjoying a 4 0-year old yearhook picture of pion eer professor s Bill and Mary Seeger are, left to
right, Glenn Niem eye r, Don Paton , Diane Hatch Paton, Lea Ebels, and Dean Mary Seeger.
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WHAT DID YOU EXPECT TO GAIN AT GRAND VALLEY?
Diane Hatch Paton, '67: I wanted ,
as a woman , to have a degr ee [in order]
to ge t a job , to he self-suffi cient. That
truly was my goal. I wanted something
for myself.
John _Tevebaugh: Did you find_it?

Glenn Niemeyer, pioneer professor
and former provost:
By comin g to Grand Valley, we had
the opportunity to construct a
curriculum unlike anything I had
exp erienced before . ~ re were encoura ged
to do that. We had a very serious outlook

in term s of the education of students ...
and if we were serious about it, we
wanted students to h e ser ious abou t it as
well . By th e time th ey went through
commencement , we had the confidence
that those students had r eally received a
superior education .

Diane Paton: Yes, I did , and more.
Rich Rockwood , '67: I don ' t think I
had a lot of expectations
oth er than gettin g a
college degree, hut what
ended up h appening to
me exceeded my
expectations . I found
that even though we
didn ' t have a lot of
p lanned activities, some of the
discussions we had - the Vietnam War
was a pretty hot topic - allowed me to
question trnditions and really
en couraged m e to think . I found that a
lot of t hings that happened to me h er e
ha ve helped me in my career in the
ministry. I'm very grateful.
Talking about Grand Valley's not-so-d istant past are , left to 1·ight , Joan Shepard Burch , Dave
Hufford , N ikki Hufford , and Glenn Niemeyer.
~l.:
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Alumni showcase careers at Communications Expo
Alumni who work in communications
careers shared their experiences with
students during a career fair in November.
Sponsored by a Grand Valley special
events planning class, the Communications
Expo featured a panel discussion of
employment strategies and information
tables staffed by print and broadcast media
members, special event planners and
marketing specialists.
Alumni who shared experiences and
career insight with students included
Cari Draft Elliott, '88, a graphic and
communications designer; Brent Ashcroft,
' 92, WXMI-TV FOX 17 in Grand Rapids;
Carl Apple, '00, WXMI-TV; Amy Morris,
' 98, WXMI-TV; Bill Cuppy, '95, video
producer; Bryan Bickford, '83 , corporate
marketing specialist; Adrienne Lubeck,
' 03 , Grand Valley assistant sports
information director; Jackie Cuppy, ' 87,
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Alumni Alan Babbitt, Rob Willey and Kevan
Chapman share their views as part of the
Communications Expo event on November 12.

Alums Amy Morri s and Brent Ashcroft of
WXMI -TV 17 talk with a student about a
career in broadcasting.

GVSU art and design manager; and
Michael Youngdahl, '71 , Northwestern
Mutual Financial Network.
Members of the panel, facilitated by
faculty member Tim Penning, included
Rob Willey, ' 91, ofWGHN-AM/FM in
Grand Haven; Holland Sentinel Sports

Editor Alan Babbitt, ' 00; Kevan Chapman ,
'02, ofWGVU Radio; and Tim Cusack, Grand
Rapids entertainer and motivational speaker.
The event, co-sponsored by Alumni
Relations and Career Services, was patt of a
yeai·-long celebration of the 20th anniversai·y
of the School of Communications.
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Nominees sought for Alumni Association awards
The Alumni Association started the
Distinguished Alumnus/ Alumna Program
in 1985 to recognize alumni who have
made outstanding contributions to society,
and whose accomplishments and careers
reflec t fa vorably upon GVSU. The award
is presented during fall and spring
commencement ceremonies. Nominations
for 2004 awards are welcome.
Nominations can be submitted by
alumni, faculty or staff, and must be

received in the Alumni Relations Office
by March 12, 2004.
Nominations can be e-mailed to Kent
Fisher, ' 91 , at fisherk @gvsu. edu, faxed
to 616-33 1-35 96 or mailed using the
form below. Forms are also available at
www.gvsu.edu/alumni in the "awards"
section of the Alumni Association link.
For more information, call Alumni
Relations toll-free at 800-55 8-054 1 or
616-33 1-3590.

The nominee must:
1. Be distinguished in his or
her career
2. Possess integrity and
stature
3. Show a continuing
interest in GVSU and
have contributed to
one or more programs
4. Be a graduate, in most
cases
5. Have demonstrated by
his or her actions the
importance of education
received at GVSU
6. Be graduated a minimum
of 10 years
7. Be available to attend
the award ceremony
8. Not be a member of the
GVSU Board of Trustees,
faculty or staff

Max Bush, Disting ui shed Alumnus reci pient , add resses a din ner crowd at t he Alumni House
an d Vi sitor Center.

r- ---------~-----------~------------------------,
Nomination Form for Distinguished Alumnus/Alumna Award
Nominee 's Name :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Nominator 's Name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(kept confidential)

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Nominator 's Signature:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Business or profession:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Special achievements: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Telephone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Send completed fo rm to :
GVSU Distingui shed Alumnus/Alumna Selection Panel
GVSU Alumni Relations Office
209 Alumni House
Allendale, MI 49401

Nominations are due on March 12, 2004.

L- -----------------~~---------------------------~
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Playwright, professor honored by Alumni Association
Playwright Max Bush, '72, and Theresa
Bacon-Baguley, associate professor of
health professions, were honored by the
Alumni Association during December 's
commencement ceremony as Distinguished
Alumnus and Outstanding Educator,
respectively.
Bush is a playwright and director with
interests in theater education and community
outreach. He earned a bachelor's degree in
English and secondary teaching certification
in 1972, and began teaching at Marshall
High School. He later earned a master' s
of fine arts degree from Michigan State
University.
After leaving the classroom, he turned his
energies to the dramatic arts. His work has
been produced throughout the United States
and in England, Canada and China.
Bush was commissioned to develop a
community awareness program with Grand
Valley's Annis Water Resources Institute in
the late 1990s.
"It was designed to ente1tain and stimulate
interest in water quality issues for children
and familes," he said.

The Bear Creek Players, a troupe of
Grand Valley students and other community
actors , performed at water festivals ,
museums and schools, and for the Michigan
State Legislature in 1997. The project was
supported by a Environmental Protection
Agency grant.
Also in 1997, Bush helped Grand Valley's
Theater Department develop the National
New Plays Competition. The three-year
program drew scripts from around the
country; winning plays were staged at Grand
Valley during the annual Shakespeare Festival.
Recently, Bush developed a traveling
adjunct to the Shakespeare Festival, the
"Bard-To-Go Tour." An effort to make
Shakespeare's works more appealing to
younger audiences, the tour opened young
minds to the world of theater.
Bacon-Baguley joined Grand Valley's
faculty in 1991. She helped lead development
of the Physician Assistant Studies program,
which accepted its first class in 1995.
Physician assistants see patients and handle
many of the same types of cases as the
physicians who supervise them.

Theresa
Bacon-Baguley

Max Bush

She was cited by her former students for
her ability to blend theoretical and practical
curricula, her dedication as a mentor, and
her concern for their continued professional
development after leaving Grand Valley.
The Outstanding Educator recipient is
chosen by surveying alumni in their fifth
year after graduation .
Bacon-Baguley earned a bachelor's
degree in nursing from Michigan State
University and a doctorate from Wayne
State University.

Calendar
March
Alumni Travel Program departures for
Rome and China*
April 17
Laker Football Spring Game/Cash Draw
April 23
Alumni Awards Dinner, Alumni House
April 24
Commencement, Van Andel Arena, Grand
Rapids

May
Alumni Travel Program departures for
Scandinavia*
May 8
(Tentative) 5/3 Riverbank Run, Alumni
Association volunteers at aid station

May 15
(Tentative) Alumni Association Board of
Directors meeting, Alumni House

August 24
Alumni Association volunteers during
move-in day

June
Alumni Travel Program departures
for China*

September
Alumni Travel Program departures for
Italian Lakes and Switzerland':'

June 26
Football Alumni Golf Outing, Meadows

September 11
(Tentative) Alumni Association Board of
Directors meeting, Alumni House

July
Alumni Travel Program departures
for London*
August
Alumni Travel Program departures
for London*

October
Alumni Travel Program departures for
Italian Lakes and Switzerland':'

For updated calendar events, visit
www.gvsu.edu/alumni.

August 3
Corky Meinecke Memorial Golf Outing,
Meadows

* For more information on the Alumni Travel Program; contact Kim Schmidt, '88 and '00, at
616-331-3592, toll-free 1-800-558-0541, or via e-mail at schmidtk@gvsu.edu.
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Careers

1960s
Virgil Gulker, B.A., 1969, (Distinguished A lumnus
Award, 2001 ) is the founder of Kids Hope, USA,
which has grown to 225 church-school partnerships
in 27 states. He also founded Love, Inc., a clearinghouse network that connects congregations w ith
community needs.

1970s
Richard Kornoelje, B.A., 1970, has been named
director of communication s/community relations
for Hudsonville Public Schools.

Marion Piasecki, B.S., 1980, is the new
administrator of Brookhaven Medical Care Facility
in Muskegon.
Thomas Dickinson, B.B.A., 1981, was appointed
to the board of directors at ICNB Financial
Corporation in Ionia.

Daniel Schab, B.S., 1981, a mathematics teacher
at Williamston High Schoo l, was awarded an A lbert
Einstein Distinguished Educator Fe llowsh ip . He
w ill serve his fellowship in Washin gton , D. C., at
the U .S. Senate Committee on Health, Education,
Labor and Pensions office.

James Drnbert, B.S., 1974, a court administrator

Marguerite Vanden Wyngaard, B.M.E., 1981 ,

for Montgomery Common Pleas Court, was selected
to participate in a USAID initiative in Serbia to
establish a special trial court.

completed a Ph.D. in l9 88 at Kent State Uni vers ity
and has he ld leadership/teaching positions at Kent
State and C leveland State universities and the Ohio
Department of Education. She was named director
of achievement initiatives fo r the Washtenaw
Intermediate Schoo l District.

Elizabeth Amante Heys, 8.S. , 1975,
(Distinguished A lumna Award, 1989) veteran public
re lation s counselor and winner of national awards,
was named one of the "50 Most Influential Women
in West Michigan" by the Gremel Rapids Business
Jo urnal.

Daniel Strobridge, 8.S., 1975, is a vice president
at CDM in Tampa, Florida. Strobridge is responsible
for developing environmental projects and for
leading CDM's solid waste marketing initiative
nationwide.

Kathy (Mantey) Fry, B.B.A., 1983, is a senior
business analyst at Fidelity Integrated Financial
So lution s in Maitland, Florida.

Vanessa (Robinson) Greene, B.S., 1983, is the
new director of multicultural affairs at Hope College.

1990s
Cherri McDonald, M.P.A., 1990, earned a law
degree from Thomas Cooley School of Law, passed
the bar exam in 200 I and opened a general law
practice office. McDonald became a registered
nurse in 1965 and had worked in the medical field
for 37 years.

Sheryl O'Connor, B.S., 1990, former principal
at Caledonia Elementary School, has turned her
side job into a business and gives workshops on
techniques for teaching math and leadership training.

Teresa (Perow) Seidel, B.S., 1990, and M.P.A.,
1997 , was honoree! by Gov. Jennifer Granholm as
an "Outstanding DEQ Employee ." Seidel joined the
DNR in 1990. In 2001 she was promoted to the
Li vonia District supervisor for the Surface Water
Quality Division , and was later named district
supervisor for the Air Quality Division.

Jeffrey VanMeter, B.B.A., 1990, has joined the
Grand Rapids-based law firm of Panik Sherluncl
PLLC , practicing in the areas of estate planning,
tru st and probate administration , taxation and
corporate law. He was a shareholder at Day and
Sawdey PC.

Steven Stapleton, B.A., 1991 , became a

of the DeWitt Tennis Center at Hope College.

shareholder in the law firm of Williams, Hughes,
Sininger & Stapleton PC in Muskegon. He was
employed at Plunkett & Cooney in Grand Rapids.

Dennis Emmons, 8.S., 1976, chaplain for the

Matthew Reno, B.B.A., 1984, joined GMAC

Johann Vaz, M.S., 1991 , is the chief technology

Michigan State Police Groveland Post, is the
chaplain for the Lake Orion Police Department.
Emmons is also the pastor of Gingell ville
Community Church.

Mortgage in Birmingham as a loan officer.

officer for the Sun-Sentinel in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida.

Mark Tucker, B.S., 1976, is the new executive
director of Community Action House, a social
service organization in Holland and Holland
Township. Tucker joined the organization in 1994.

,Jorge Capestany, B.B.A., 1984, is the new manager

Joseph Beel, M.Ed., 1985, principal of East
Kentwood Hi gh School, was named " Hig h School
Principal of the Year" by the Michigan Association
of the Secondary School Principals.

Maria Zardis, B.S., 1986, is the grants coordinator

Catherine Carson, B.S., 1992, earned a master's
degree in higher, adult and lifelong education from
Michigan State University and has accepted a
position with the University Activities Board at
MS U as an assistant manager.

Jeffrey Miller, 8.S., 1977 , is the manager of

for the Macomb County Department of Planning in
Mt. Clemens. Zardis has worked as development
director for Girl Scouts of Macomb County.

multi -medi a and event services for the U niversity
of Notre Dame.

Paul Nicholson, B.B.A, 1987, joined Wau sau
Insurance Companies/Companies Agency Inc. of
Grand Rapids as an account re presentative .

Samuel Mcllhagga, 8.M.E., 1992, is director of

Valerie Overheul, 8.8.A., 1977, is the owner/

Beverly (Fishell) Wall, M.B.A., 1987 , is the

Anne Solari, B.S., 1992, earned a master's of
education/curriculum and instruction from the
Uni versity of Phoenix.

president of Summit Training Source Inc. in
Kentwood. The company produces and se ll s
industri al safety videos.

Michael Peuler, B.B.A., 1977, CPS, CFP,
was named executive vice president of B lue
Ball National Bank in Pennsylvania.

James Barry, B.S., 1978, is a retail investment
service team leader for Bank One Sec uriti es in
Ho ll and.

Timothy Neff, B.B.A., 1979, and M.S.T., 1984,
has partnered with DeHoek and Roy PLLC,
Certified Public Accountants, of Grand Rapids.

Stuart Peet, B.S., 1979, was appointed to A ll egan
Cou nty's Martin Tow nship Library Board to advise
on constru ction of a new library.

1980s
David Britten, B.S., 1980, is the principal of
Lee Midd le School in Wyoming. He had served as
e lementary principal for Wayland Union School s
after a 22-year military career.

Ste,·en Crumb, B.S., 1980, was promoted to
li eutenant in charge of the Ottawa County Sheriff's
Detective Bureau. Crumb is a 22-year veteran of
the Sheriff's Department.
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new CEO and owner of Languages International
In corporated, a full-service foreign language
translation and interpretation serv ices compan y
based in Grand Rapids.

Deborah (Bocskool) Strain, B.A., 1988, was
promoted to shareholder at the law firm of Plunkett
& Cooney in Mt. Clemens.
Thomas DeLuca, B.S., 1989, M.B.A., 2001, and
M.Ed., 2002, is principal of A lbee Elementary

Christopher Lewis, B.S., 1992, was promoted to
captain and commander of the Michigan State
Police human resources division.
band s at A lbi on College in Albion.

Audra (Lonsias) Vaz, B.S., 1992, is the senior
associate of community in vestment for United Way
of Broward County in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
Theresa (Maiei·) Jonker, B.S., 1993, was
appointee! to the Allenda le Township Planning
Co mmission Board.

School in Chesaning.

Robert Taylor, B.S., 1993, is working for Lakeland

Doreen Mangrum, M.Ed., 1989, Co mstock

Rehabilitation Center in Niles as an athletic trainer
for Nil es High School. Taylor was also the assistant
varsity volleyball coach at Stevensville-Lakeshore
Hi gh School this past season .

Park's new special education director, wi ll also
teach Engli sh-as-a-Second-Lang uage courses. She
had served as assistant director of special ed ucation
serv ices and ESL coordinato r in the Rockford
School Distri ct.

Michael Pfleghaar, B.F.A., 1989, creates oil
pastel drawings and oil paintings. He has been
creating sculptures using terracotta and stoneware
clay. A rec ipient of num erous national and
international honors, Pfleghaar had an exhibi t at
Absolute Gallery in Lansing.

Tina Zawacki, B.S., 1993, completed a two-year
postdoctoral fellowship at the University of
Washington's Psychology Department in Seattl e
and is now a research scientist at the university's
Alcohol and Drug Abuse In stitute.

Michelle (Gardner) Culver, B.S., 1994, former
DOW Automoti ve media relation s manager, has
joined John Bailey & Associates Public Relations
of Troy as an account superv isor.
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Kristin (Arnold) Mcllhagga, B.A., 1994, and
M.Ed., 2000, is the assistant director o f alu rnni/
parent relati ons and annual giving at A lbio n Co llege.

Rusty Merchant, D.S., 1994, was se lected to

Sarah Hadley, D.S., 1999, was hired as an
exec uti ve ass istant to the pres ident and CEO of
Corn petitive Edge in Stevensvi ll e. Cornpetitive
Edge is a spec ialty ad ve rti sing and prornotio nal
products cornpany.

serve o n the Grand Rapids Township Board.

Bonnie Wiest, B.B.A., 1994, is the contro ll er of
Arnerican RV Sa les & Service Inc. of Grand Rapid s.

Lynelle Inman-Crosby, M.Ed., 1999, was narned
principal of Barryton Elernentary. She had been th e
elernentary prin cipal at Yestaburg Cornrnunity
Schoo ls.

Ste,·en Kinkade, D.S., 1995, was narned crew
chief for the Grosse Pointe De partrnent of Sanitation.

.Jeremy Kiessel, B.B.A., 1999, is a sales rnan ager

Christopher Cooley, M.Ed., 1996, was narned

in northern M ichigan for Brown and Wi lli arnson.
Kiessel had held several different positi ons with
Old Ke nt and Fifth Third banks.

superintendent of Hastings Area Schoo ls. Coo ley
had spent the past two years as the d istrict 's director
of edu cation al serv ices. He also served as I-lastings
Midd le Schoo l princ ipal.

Jerrold Dudick, B.B.A., 1996, is the director of
operations at Praxis Packagi ng So luti o ns in G rand
Rapids.
Leslie Mount, D.S., 1996, and M.Ed., 1999,
is the new curri culurn director for Beldin g Area
Schools.

James Ste11henson, D.S., 1996, graduated frorn
Ferris State Un iversity wi th a docto r of pharrn acy
degree and is ernp loyed by Wal green Cornpany.

2000s
Wendy Kooiman, D.S., 2000, began worki ng at
Srniths Aerospace of Grand Rapids as a fli g ht
managernent systern s engineer. She cornpleted a
maste r's degree in operat ion s research and stati stics
frorn Rensse laer Polytechni c Institute in New York
and return ed to Srn iths Aerospace as an integrated
nav igatio n syste rns eng in eer.
Jeff Kruse, M.Ed., 2000, was prornoted to
in - fli ght in structor at Fro nti er Ai rlines in Denver,
Colorado, and is responsible fo r training fli g ht
attendants and pi lots.

Allison Lica,·oli, B.A., 2000, a forrn er soc ia l

Kristen Hamilton, D.S., 2002, was hired as a loan
co nsultant fo r Q ui cken Loan s of Livonia.
Jeremy St. Ger main, D.S., 2002, is teaching
eighth -grade math at G le nda le Elementary Public
School in G lenda le, Ari zona.
Asa Lakeman, B.B.A., 2002, is a reg istered
re presentati ve at John Hancock Financial.

Kelly (Kliewer) Lenz, B.F.A., 2002, is a news
graphic des ig ner fo r WXMI Fox 17 in Grand Rapids .
Ebony Parker, D.S., 2002, received the " Award
of Exce llence" from Phi Kappa Phi . A first-year
rnedical student at the Uni ve rsity of Mi chigan, she
traveled with a no n-profit medi ca l stu dent
organi zation to Ha vana, C uba, to tran sport medi cal
and recreati o nal supplies , vo lunteer in loca l c lini cs,
and participate in a cul tural exc hange .
Mary Suseland, M.S.W., 2002, a sales associate
with Cressy and Everett/GMAC Real Estate,
was awarded thee-PRO Internet Profess ional
certification by the National Assoc iation of Realtors .
Margaret Emmerson, D.S., 2003, is the ass istant
food service supervisor fo r Yan Buren Publi c
Schools in Bell ev ill e.
Kimberly Ka lsbeek, B.S, 2003, is a special needs
preschool teac he r at Amy Houston Academy in
Phoeni x, Ari zo na.

for Godwin Heights Pub li c Schools.

studi es teacher at Durand Sc hoo ls in Durand,
Illino is, recently joined Canons School/Harrow o r
London , United Kingdom, as a hurnaniti es teacher.

S hawntina (McNairy) Williams, D.S., 1997, is

Amy S hock, B.A., 2000, has joined eStarNetwork

Joel Messenger, D.S., 2003, teaches earth sc ience
and a virtu al German class at Three Rivers Hi gh
Sc hool.

a realtor with Exit Advantage Real Estate in Grand
Rapids.

LLC in Eva nsv ille, Ind ia na, as the director or
co mrnuni cations.

Carly Ostman, D.S., 2003, is a po lice officer for

Angela Darling, D.S., 1998, is an research and

Holly Whitmore-Duthie, D.S., 2000, was named
a limited partner with Edwa rd Jones In vestments in
Ann Arbor. She joined the firm in 1999 as an intern.

Chad Tolson, D.S., 1997, is the dean of students

development chern ist with Arnerican Litho in
Grand Rapids.

Susan Fitzmaurice, B.A., 1998, was e lected to the
board of Oakl and-Macornb Center for Indepe ndent
Li ving for a three-year terrn. She is ernpl oyed w ith
the City of Dea rborn as the Arneri cans with
Disabi lities Act coord inator and li a ison to the
Dearborn Cornrni ss ion o n Di sabili ty Co ncern s.

the vill age of G lenview in Illino is.

Kenia Villarreal, B.B.A., 2003, works with the
comrnercial lender program at Stand ard Federa l
Bank in Grand Rapids.

Marvin Freed, M.Ed., 2001, has joined Springport
Hig h School as a special educatio n teacher.

Ann Langlois, B.A., 2001 , completed a rn aster 's
of li brary and informatio n sc ie nce degree from
Wayne State Uni versity and is working as a rnedi a
librari an fo r Baker Co ll ege in C linton Township.

Sarah Welch, B.A., 2003, teaches Eng li sh and
psycho logy at O vid -Elsie High School in Elsie.

Marriag-=e-=-s____________

1990s
Edward Weber, II., D.S., 1992, and Em ilia

Chad Ghastiu, D.S., 1998, has rej oi ned Doner

Scott Pawlowski, B.B.A., 2001, is

Adverti sing in Southfi eld as accoun t director for
ADT Secu rity.

re prese ntati ve for the Socia l Security
Ad mini stration fie ld office in Hol land.

Christopher Hallenbeck, B.B.A., 1998, has

Bonnie Runnels, D.S., 2001 , is adm ini strative

May I 7, 2003.

joined Haworth Inc. in Big Rapid s as a hurnan
resources consultant.

assistant to the exec utive d irec tor at Hea rtside
Mini stry In c. of Grand Rapids.

Cynthia Enyart, B.M.E., 1993, and Josep h

William Helm, M.B.A., 1998, has joined the sales

Nicole Victor, D.S., 2001, is th e head ath leti c

staff at S .J. Wisinski and Cornpany of G rand Rapids.

Cory Kestner, D.S., 1998, is the owner of a tenni s
rnanagernent company, CSK Tenni s Cli ni cs and
Ca rnps in C hester, New Je rsey, whi ch provides
train ed tenni s staff for clubs and parks and
rec reation prog rarn s. Kestner is al so co-founder of
Tennis Mentors in New Jersey.

a clairn s

representati ve for Edward Jones ln vestrne nts of
Grand Rapids.

Daniel Dennis, M.Ed., 1999, has jo in ed the staff
at Mattawan Hi g h Schoo l as a phys ica l sc ience,
che mi stry and honors che rnistry teacher.

Jeff Fox, D.S., 1999, teaches math and is the head
football coach at Scottsdale Christian Hi gh School
in Scottsdale, A ri zo na.

Kristi Corbett, B.A., 1993, and Nath an Drake o n

Waske li s on October 4, 2003.

Alan Kimber, B.A., 1993, and Beth Spradley on

trainer fo r Tempe Hi g h School/Sou th west Sports
Medicine in Tempe, Ari zona.

Aug ust 17, 2002.

Diane Wrightman, D.S., 2001 , is a res idence hall
directo r at Wayne State University in Detroit.

Wolverton o n October 3, 200 I.

Abby Aten, D.S., 2002, is a recruiter for Ameri can
Express Financial Adviso rs of Gra nd Rapids.

Brad Blasei·, D.S., 2002, is a thi rd-grade teache r
Jeffrey Wood, B.B.A., 1998, is an in vestment

Lopez on A pril 19, 2003.

at Alpine Elernentary in the Kenowa Hill s Area
School D istri ct.

Maribeth Robak, D.S., 1993, and Brian
Sherri Drozdowski, D.S., 1994, and Ron
Bolthouse on Jul y 24, 2003.

Cassondra Unger, B.M.E., 1994, and Paul Kippes
on A ug ust 23 , 2003.

Craig Curtin, B.S, 2002, teaches first- grade at

Mike McDonald, B.B.A., 1994, and Sheil a

Elli s Elementary School in the Be lding A rea Sc hoo l
Di stri ct.

O 'S ulli va n on Jul y 12, 2003.

Staci Dawson, B.B.A., 2002, and M.B.A., 2003,
was hired as an accountant fo r Hungerfo rd , A ldrin,
Nicho ls & Carter PC of Grand Rapids.

Shelly Baker, D.S., 1996, and Robert Taylm;
Jr., D.S., 1993, o n May 12, 200 I.
Martha Farrar, D.S., 1996, and Paul Peterson o n
October 4, 2003.
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Catherine Howland, D.D.A., 1996, and Eric
Mannor on August 9, 2003.

Kristen Morgan, D.S., 1996, and Bethwel Tanui
on June 28, 2003.

Lisa Kuieck, B.B.A., 2001 , and Attila Simo,
B.B.A., 2001, and M.B.A, 2002 , on June 28, 2003.

Melinda (Nykamp) Cook, B.S.N., 1991 , and

Andrea Litfin, B.S., 2001, and Robert Nista,
B.S., 2002 , on May 5, 2003.

her husband Kevin. Kaiden is welcomed by
siblings Mason, Maleia and Elijah. The family
res ides in Zeeland.

A son , Kaiden Samuel, on October 17, 2003 , to

Jamie Bargeron, B.A., 1997, and Jason Renaud

Rachel Maris, B.B.A., 2001 , and Allen Miller on

on June 2 1, 2003.

June 2 1, 2003.

A son, Samuel Everett, on October 8, to Todd
Cooper, B.S., 1991, and B.S.N., 2001 , and his

Jennifer Fata, B.B.A., 1997, and Joseph
VanDyke, B.B.A., 1998, on October 4 , 2003.

Natalie Stasburg, B.B.A., 2001, and Richard

wife Heather. Samuel is welcomed by his sister
Ellie. The family lives in Rockford.

Nesbitt on September 7, 2002 .

April Bugarin, B.S., 1998, and Richard Robles on

Kimberly Wolf, B.A., 2001, and Kevin Zuidema

August 2 1, 2003.

on September 28, 2002 .

Melinda Fulk, B.S., 1998, and Kevin Whalen on
October 18, 2003.

Kasen Bartels, D.S., 2002 , and Mike Seaver,
B.B.A., 2002, on September 6, 2003.

Danielle Okuly, B.A., 1998, and M.S., 2000, and

Heather Bill, D.S., 2002, and Timothy McElwee

Stacie (Schneider) Vandervelde, B.B.A., 1991,

Christopher Ryan on July 5, 2003.

on June I , 2002.

and her hu sband Scott. The family resides in Irmo,
South Carolina.

Amy Tatkowski, B.S. 1998, and M.S., 2000, and
Tom Noto on May 10, 2003 .

Kristy Gunn, B.A., 2002, and Robert Parsons,
B.B.A., 2002, on May 11 , 2002.

Christina Weinman, B.S., 1998, and M.S., 2000,
and Jason Dewey, B.S., 1999, on October 5, 2002.

Jill Johnson, B.B.A., 2002, and Steve Lapekas on

A daughter, Kelli Elizabeth, on July 28 , 2003,
to .Julie (Pfeffer) Stapleton, D.S., 1991, and
Steven Stapleton, B.A., 1991 . Kelli is welcomed
by siblings Ryan , Erik and Sarah. The family li ves
in Kentwood.
A daughter, Alexis Marie, on June 29, 2003, to

September 27, 2003.

Zachariah Brevis, B.B.A., 1999, and Melanie
Thompson on October 4, 2003.

on September 28, 2002.

Sarah Cicero, B.B.A., 1999, and Gillian Jacques

Katie Knake, B.S., 2002, and Joe Larsen, B.S.,

Kelly Kliewer, B.F.A., 2002, and Jami son Len z

A son, Justin Thomas, on July 24, 2003 , to Thomas
Boritzki, D.S ., 1992, and hi s wife Stefani e. Ju stin
is welcomed by his sister Samantha. The family
resides in Novi.
A son, Diego Cesar, on October 22, 2003, to .Jose
Reyna, B.A., 1992, and his wife Rebeca. The
family lives in Grand Rapids.

on May 10, 2003.

2001 , on October 18, 2003.

Michael Dicicco, B.S., 1999, and Liana
Caporuscio on September l , 2002.

A daughter, Julia Rose, on April 26, 2003 , to Amy
(Jones) Zauel, B.S.W. , 1992, and M.S.W., 1994,

Benjamin Muck, B. S., 2002, Ranshe Laranang
on June 28, 2003.

Nicole Pierce, B.S., 1999, and M.S., 2002, and
Jason Westrick, B.S.N., 2001, on August 23,

and her husband Kevin. Julia is welcomed by
siblings Natalie and Rachel. The family resides in
Washington Town ship.

Elizabeth Raifsnider, B.S., 2002, and Philip
Sayers, B.S., 2002, on December 28 , 2002.

2003.

Denise Rauville, B.S., 2002, and Aaron
Brander, B.S., 2002, on July 5, 2003.

.Jill Walton, B.S., 1999, and Eric Pelak on July
19, 2003.

Carrie Rowland, B.A., 2002, and Daniel Kamin,
B.B.A., 2002, on November l , 2003.

2000s
Serena Hartsell, B.A., 2000, and Charles
Vescoso, Jr. , on August 23, 2003.

Richard Bayne, B.S., 2003, and Jill Yonker on
June 2 1, 2003.

Courtney Kritzman, B.A., 2000, and Ryan Yan
De Burg on August 16, 2003.

Jacqueline Matuszak, B.S., 2000 , and Travis

A son , Samuel David , on July 9, 2003 , to Staci
(Williams) Oseid, B.S., 1993, and her husband

Birth-=s_ _ _ _ _ _

Kri s. Samuel is welcomed by hi s sister Rebecca.
The family li ves in Royal Oak.

19805

Jennifer Peterson, B.S., 2000 , and Steve Von
Hatten on June 1, 2003.

A son, Michael Simon, on August 6, 2003 , to
Wendy (Simon) S innott, B.S., 1981 , and her
husband Tony. The family resides in North
Potomac, Maryland.

Erin Snyder, B.S., 2000, and Eric Kangas on July
29, 2000.

A daughter, Haley Lynne, on August 4, 2003, to
Kristin (Vidt) Middendorf, B.S., 1993, and
Gerald Middendorf, B.S., 1991. The family lives
in Grand Rapids.

November 1, 2003

Sarah Jonio, B.A., 2003, and Jason Lake on

Detrick on July 5, 2003.

A daughter, Laurel Marie, on October 20, 2003 , to
Kimberly (Wittmann) Kowalski, B.A., 1993,
and M.Ed., 2000, and Richard Kowalski, B.B.A.,
1992. Laurel is welcomed by her brother Alec. The
family lives in Grandville .

A son, Jacob Ryan , on May 29, 2003, to Andt·ea
(Foreman) Pendergraff, M.S. W., 1993, and her
husband John. The famil y resides in Olathe, Kansas.
A son, Alexander James, on October 27 , 2003, to

Todd Schmitt, B.S., 1993, and his wife Kirsten.

Lisa Butler, B.S., 2001, and Kyle Cleland, B.S.,
2000, on October 18, 2003.

A son , Luke David, on April 3, 2003 , to Debi
(Filush) Schueler, B.S.N, 1988, and her husband

The famil y lives in Traverse City.

Wendy Dubay, B.S., 2001 , and Craig Berens on

Jim. Luke is welcomed by his brothers James and
Matthew. The famil y res ides in Grand Rapids.

A son , Kyler Thomas, on June 22, 2002, to Heather
(Dutcher) Williams, B.S., 1993, and her husband

December 14 , 2002.

A daughter, Bailey Paige, on May 14, 2002, to
Debra (Novotny) Joachim, B.S., 1988, and her
husband Ralf. Bailey is welcomed by her sister
Taylor. T he family lives in Baroda.

Abby Hodgson, B.S., 2001, and Matthew Mead
on August 29, 2003.

Kylee Hubbard, B.A. , 2001, and Joshua
Haywood, B.B.A., 2001, on August 23, 200l.

1990s
A son, James Anthony, on August 27, 2003, to
Shellie (Hehnker) Cholke, B.S., 1990, and her
husband Jim. The family resides in Evergreen Park,
Tllinoi s.

Katie Kalmink, B.S., 2001, and Chad
Blauwkamp on September 20, 2003.

Karl Koehle, B.S., 2001, and Jessica Davis on
May 31, 2003.
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Jeffrey. Kyler is welcomed by siblings Jenna and
Katelyn. The family resides in Grand Rapids.
A daughter, Taylor Marie, on Aug ust 22 , 2003, to

Paula (Marek) Quick, B.B.A., 1994, and Ted
Qnick, B.S., 1993. Taylor is welcomed by her
sister Rachel. The family li ves in Allendale.
A daughter, Eve lyn Anne, on July 1, 2003, to
Richard Sprague, B.S., 1994, and M.P.A., 2003 ,
and hi s wife Deborah. Evelyn is welcomed by her
brother Zachary. The family resides in East Grand
Rapids .

ALUMNI I BREIFS
Tw ins, A idan James and Addison Eli zabeth , on
August 27, 2003, to Rachele (Bogue) Ward,
B.A., 1994, and her husband Scott. A idan and
Addi son are we lcomed by si blings Ty ler and
Moni ca. The fam il y resides in Cassopoli s.
A so n, Matthew Grant, on March 24, 2003, to
Kevin Bolling, B.S., 1995, and hi s wife Joa n.
Matthew is we lcomed by his sister Nico le. The
fami ly li ves in Rowlett, Texas.
A so n, Ashto n Thomas, on Jul y 7, 2003, to
Bernard Charles, B.B.A., 1995, and hi s w ife
Kimberl y. Ashton is welcomed by hi s brother
Brandon. The fa mil y resides in Detroit.

A son, Jaxon Tho mas, o n May 2, 2003, to Becky
(Veldheer) Tilton, B.S., 1997, and her husband

In Memoriam

Tom. Jaxon is welcomed by his sister Tay lor. The
fa mil y resides in Ho ll and.

Georgina Kranitz, (Distinguished A lumna Award

As.on , Michae l Andrew, on June 26, 2003, to Erin
(Gmther) Gibbs, B.S., 1998, and her husband

James E. Burrel, Grand Rapids, M ichi gan, B.S .,

Jason. The famil y li ves in Elkhart, Indiana.

1972, o n August 29, 2003.

A son , Brandon Robert, on May 24, 2003, to
Rachael (Meiring) Lebeck, B.S., 1998, and her
husband Matt. The fam il y li ves in Peosta, Iowa.

Gerald C. Boerhave, Knoxville, Tennessee,

A son, Matthew Jorge, on Ju ly 28, 2003, to Melissa
(Sayer) Paramo, B.A., 1998, and her husband
Jorge. The fa mily res ides in Kentwood.

A son, Jacob Dan ie l, on August 6, 2003, to Wendy
(Galbraith) Fulton, B.A., 1995, and her hu sband
Jonathan . Jacob is welcomed by hi s brother Ca le b.
The fa mil y res ides in Cadi ll ac.

A ~on , Cade Anth ony. o n September 18, 2003, to
Michael Rochinski, B.S., 1998, and hi s wife
M ichell e. The fam il y res ides in Cypress, Texas.

A daughter, Megan Marie, on Dece mber LO, 2002
to Stacie (Whitlock) Kabel, B.S.N., 1995, and'
Thomas Kabel, B.S., 1995 . The fam il y li ves in
Roya l Oak.

Twins, Adam Jerem iah and Laura Katherine on
May 14, 2003, to Nancy (Shadle) Batch, M.Ed.,
1999, and her hu sband Terry. The famil y resides in
North M uskegon.

A son, Jalen Isaiah, on March 26, 2003, to Dawn
(Force) May, B.S., 1995, and her hu sba nd
C hri stopher. Jalen is welcomed by his brother
C hri sto pher. The famil y resides in Caledo ni a.

A son, A ustin James, on Jul y 22, 2003, to Amber
(Soltess) Boucher, B.B.A., 1999, and her hu sband
Kevin . Austin is welcomed by hi s brother Kobe.
T he family li ves in Ka lamazoo.

A dau ghter, Alyssa Gabrielle, on Fe bruary I 2003
to Angie (Burnell) Spears, B.S., 1995,' an~! her '
husband Vernon . The family resides in Grand Rapids.

A daughter, O livia Marie, on June 3, 2003, to
Bernadine Carey-Tucker, B.A., 1999, and Todd
Tucker, B.B.A., 2001. T he fam il y resides in
Grand Rapids.

A daughter, Abigai l Rose, on Jul y 6, 2003, to
Pamela (Kuiper) Timmer, B.A., 1996, and her
husband Troy. Abbie is welcomed by her brother
Cale b. The fa mil y lives in Hopkin s.
A daughter, Mary Kate, on September 25, 2003, to

Angela (Nowak) Wittkowski, B.A., 1996, and
her husband Ph il. The family resides in Grand Rapids.
A son, Coli n Michael, on June 25, 2003 , to Jason
Belcher, B.B.A., 1997, and hi s wife Letty. Colin is
welcomed by his sister Riley. The fa mil y res ides in
Belmont.
A son, Sim on James, on June 6, 2003, to Julie
(Barnes) ~rites, B.S., 1997, and M.S., 1999, and
James Cntes, B.S., 1996. T he fa mil y res ides in
Hudso nville .
A son, Gabriel James, on Jul y 23 , 2003, to Dianna
(Benshoof) Curtis, B.A., 1997 , and her husband
Bi ll . Gabe is welcomed by siblings Emma-Lee and
Seth. T he fa mil y li ves in Grand Rapids.
A daughter, Raya Danielle, o n Jul y 19, to Melissa
(Seh'ig) Klein, B.B.A., 1997, and her hu sband
David . The family li ves in Belmont.
A daughter, Nata lya Dominiqu e, on May 22, 2003,
to Brandy Reister, B.S., 1997 , and her hu sband
Dominic. Natalya is we lcomed by her sister
Isabe ll a. The fami ly resides in All endale.
A girl , Mackenzie Elizabeth , o n Jul y 25, 2003, to
Dawn (Pratton) Schlitt, B.B.A., 1997, and her
hu sband Greg. The family resides in Macomb .
A son, Dav id M ichael, on June 10, 2003, to Julie
(Redman) Schulz, M.S.W., 1997, and Michael
Schulz'. B.S., 1991. David is we lcomed by his

2000) Scottsda le, Arizona, B.A., 1969, on October'
2, 2003.

A daughter, Grace Ellen, on May 3 1, 2003, to

Elizabeth (Van Schoick) Cook, B.S.W., 1999,
an d her husband Dav id. The famil y resides in
Pl ymouth.
A daughter, Em my Denise, o n Jul y 18, 2003, to
Chas Hoff, B.S., 1999, and hi s wife Noriko.
Emmy is welcomed by her brother Cole. The
fam il y resides in Herndo n, Vi rginia.

B.B.A. , 1974, o n September 3, 2003.

Hendrik Mai, Caro, M ichigan, B.S .. 1975, on
April 20, 2003.

Sandra F. Earley, Lansing, Michigan, B.S. , 1977,
and M.E.D. , 1983, on August 12, 2003.

James J. Hansma, Grand Rapids, M ichi gan, B.S. ,
1978, o n September 29, 2003.

Kay F. Kronewitter, Kenosha, Wisconsin , B.B.A.,
l978, o n A ugust 16, 2003.

Richard W. Wepfer, C linton, Missouri , M.B.A. ,
1978, o n A ugust 18, 2003.

Iris J. De Vries, Holl and , M ichigan , B.S. , 1982, on
September 6, 2003.
Mika L. Pearson, Wh itehall , Michigan, B.S.,
l 983 , o n Ju ne 23, 2003.

Denise E. Warren, Grand Rapids, M ichigan, B.S.,
1985, and M.S .W., 1989, on Augu st 17, 2003.

Alan Besselsen, Grandvi lle, M ichigan, M .B.A.,
1993, o n Jul y 3 1, 2003.

Correction:
In the Fall 2003 issue, a memoriam was incorrectly
li sted fo r Ross Lieffers, Conklin , M ichi gan, B.S .,
1973. We apo logize to Ross, his fam ily and fri ends
for this error.

A daughter, O li via A li ce, on June 18, 2003, to

Alexis (Moore) Newman, B.A., 1999, and her
husband A l. She is we lcomed by her sister Vanessa
and her grandfather Phi li p Moore, B.S., 1974. The
family resides in Van Buren Townsh ip.
A son, Carter Matthew, o n June I l, 2003, to

Shannon (French) Nobis, B.A., 1999, and her
husband Matthew. The fa mil y li ves in Portage.

To submit a brief for an upcoming issue of Grand
Valley Magazine, send an e-mail to Kim Schmidt
'88 and '00, at schmidtk @gvsu.edu , or mail it ro '
GVSU A lu mni Relations, 207 Alumni House, I
Campus Dri ve, Allendale, MT4940 I. Briefs may
al so be submitted on line at www.gvsu.edu/a lu mni.

2000s
A son , Jarrett A lan, on August 25, 2003, to Alison
(Good) Gadziemski, B.S., 2000, and her husband
Jim . T he fa mil y li ves in York , Penn sy lvania.

000

A son, Jonah Gay lo n, on September 8, 2003 , to

Sara (Vernon) Lundberg, B.S., 2000, and her
husband Patrick. The fam il y resides in Lud ingto n.
A daughter, A lex is Bell e, on A ug ust LO , 2003 , to

Susan (Barrett) Tater, B.S., 2001, and M.Ed.,
2003, and Paul Tater, B.S., 2000. The fam il y
li ves in Whitehall.
A daughter, Taylor Eli zabeth, o n June 3, 2003, to

Margaret (Spragg) Tingley, B.S., 2002, and
Brian Tingley, B.S., 2001. T he fa mily resides in
Fowlerville.

sister L1 ll 1an . The fami ly lives in Battle C reek.
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Administrator balances budgets, adventure
- by Karen M. Hogan

While a backpack is standard attire on
most college campuses , it is uncommon
to see university administrators weighed
down with one.
Tim Schad is not yom common university
administrator. He relies on a backpack,
though not for papers and pencils. Peek
inside, and you ' re likely to find 50 feet of
rope, a folding shovel and a snow probe.
No, he's not teaching the latest elective.
When Schad, vice president for Finance
and Administration, is not overseeing daily
operations of Grand Valley 's buildings and
grounds , he 's likely taking on an entirely
different challenge: schussing down 130,000
vertical feet of powder in northern Canada.
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Schad is the poster child for extreme
skiing. He's more likely to encounter a
3,000-pound caribou or an occasional
avalanche than a latte at the bottom
of the hill.
Each spring, Schad and a few other
extreme-skiing enthusiasts arrive at the
top of ice-covered glaciers via helicopter.
They strap on helmets, safety gear and
survival backpacks , and, with a guide,
begin an intense, exhilarating, 2-mile
descent.
"It puts you totally out of your co mfort
zone," said the 55-year-old. "You're right
on the edge; if you lose your focus , you ' re
done."

A diet of academia, athletics and
adventure has been a constant in Schad 's
life. Born and rai sed in Grand Rapids ,
Schad first strapped on skis at the age of 5.
"It was just what our family did," he said.
Manufacture office furniture was another
Schad family tradition . He grew up working
at the family-owned NuCraft Furniture
Company in Comstock Parle
He went to Dartmouth College on a
football scholarship. It was a bonus for
Schad to be minutes from New England 's
Mt. Killington and at a college with its
own ski hill. Students would bring their
skis to class so they could take the shuttle
bus to Dartmouth 's ski hill , he said. Not

OFF ITHE PATH

surprisi ngly, his future wife, Cindy, also
loved to ski .
Schad's good grades at Dartmouth
landed him a place at Harvard Business
School , where he completed a master 's
degree in finance. Following graduation,
Schad joined 100 other MBAs at the
General Motors treasurer 's office in
New York. He also found time to ski.
The Schads then faced what he described
as the "classic Grand Rapids story." With
two yo ung sons and a career path that
wou ld have meant relocation overseas, he
and hi s wife returned to West Michigan
and Schad picked up the reins of the fam ily
furniture business.
In addition to operating NuCraft, Schad
coac hed T-ball and taught hi s children
how to ski during family trips to Colorado
and Utah.
As NuCraft flourished, so did Schad's
acumen on the slopes. It was while skiing
with his sons that Schad morphed from a
skilled, recreational skier to something
much, much more.
Hi s son Brandon, now a member of
the National Ski Patrol in Vail , Colorado,
offered his father rare access to steep
terrain, virgin powder and trail s that snaked

through trees and along cliffs. This form of
extreme ski ing made Vail's double-black
diamond hills pale in comparison. "I
learned to ski at a completely diffe rent
level," he said.
That's when he discovered "heh-skiing,"
and he's been hooked ever since. It
demands excepti onal levels of fitness and
conditioning, whi ch keeps Schad pumping
iron and participating in triathlons when
he's not on the slopes.
With 20 years at the helm of NuCraft,
Schad determined the timing was right for
a new challenge. He said Grand Valley
offered the perfect fit for someone who
had been active in bu siness and education.
Schad has served on the board of trustees
of Kendall Coll ege, Ferris State University;
he also helps teach a course at Harvard
each year.
Schad laughed when he said the small
ski hill that was part of Grand Valley's
earl y Allendale Campus has brought him
full circle.
"I brought my skis to work last winter
and tried the Grand Valley ski hill after a
big snowfall, but it wasn't steep enough to
get up any speed," he said.
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